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GETTING INTO THE IRISH GROOVE: 
DANCING IN BOSTON IRISH MUSIC SESSIONS 
SAMANTHA CHRISTINE JONES 
ABSTRACT 
Irish music sessions are informal performance spaces meant for musicians to 
create music for listening. The repertoire of this music tradition, however, is composed 
of dance music. In Boston, there is a group of Irish dancers who attend music sessions, 
seeking out live music performance with which they can dance. In these live 
performances, musicians and dancers have the opportunity to create collaborative and 
mutually meaningful performances. In my research, I explore the nature of collaborative 
performance between musicians and dancers in Boston Irish music sessions through an 
investigation of social relationships, participatory expectations, and performance 
elements like tempo, instrumentation, rhythm and dance style. Dancers are performing an 
improvisatory genre of Irish dance known as sean nos as a method of achieving 
successful collaborative performances with live musicians. The success of a music 
session is measured by the musicians' likelihood and ability to experience groove. A 
successful collaboration between music and dancers is measured against this same 
experiential goal. In some circumstances, the experience of groove leads to the 
experience of flow. 
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GLOSSARY OF DANCE TERMS 
The following is a list of dance terms used in this thesis to describe steps in sean nos 
dance. This glossary is composed from the author's personal knowledge and informed by 
terminology and description used by Kieran Jordan, and by published glossaries of dance 
terms found in Michael Tubridy' s A Selection of Irish Traditional Step Dances (1998) 
and Helen Brennan's The Story of Irish Dance (1999). 
back Step the leading foot back behind the other foot, this is usually accompanied by a 
hop on the non-leading foot. The foot may cross behind the other or not. 
brush Move the leading foot away from the body while lightly hitting the floor with the 
ball of the foot creating a "brush" sound. 
click Hit the heels of the shoe together by putting weight on the balls of both feet, lifting 
the heels and pivoting them together (Tubridy's "click" uses the toes and not the 
heels). 
Connemara step Step associated with the Connemara gaeltacht region of Galway, 
Ireland; a combination of heel-step pitter patters in even rhythm alternating 
weight. Step on one foot ( e.g, L ), then push the heel of the other foot out like a 
brush against the floor (e.g., R), bring the leading foot back and step on the ball of 
the foot (R). Repeat the heel-step pattern on the opposite foot (L-L). Stamp on 
the alternate foot (R). 
Xll 
cross Cross one leg in front of the other, with or without a weight change. Step may 
occur with the ball of the foot or with the heel. 
drum four-beat step with no weight shift but alternating feet: e.g., right ball of foot, left 
ball of foot, right heel-drop, left heel-drop, ending will both feet fully on the floor. 
heel The heel of the foot is placed on the ground with toes upward, with or without 
weight change (Brennan calls this "heel plant"). 
heel-drop (marked as heel* in transcribed examples) Weight is on the ball of the foot, 
then drop the heel of the same foot to the ground so the entire foot is planted. 
hop With weight on one foot, jump in the air and land on the same foot. 
L Action occurs with left foot. 
out Move the leg out from the body usually in the direction of the body side (i.e., left leg 
moves out to the left), may or may not involve a weight change. Step may occur 
with the ball of the foot or the heel. 
R Action occurs with right foot. 
shuffle Move foot away from the body and brush the ball of the foot against the ground 
as the foot moves out, bring the foot back toward the body and brush the ball of 
the foot against the ground again as the foot moves in (Brennan calls this "double 
shuffle"). 
Xlll 
stamp Stomp the full foot (heel and ball) on the ground slightly out from the body, no 
weight change. 
step Weight is placed on the ball of the foot. 
toe With weight on one foot, the tip of the toe of the other foot is tapped on the ground 
either in front or in back of the weight-bearing foot, no weight change (Tubridy 
calls this a "tip"). 
*Weight change occurs when the feet alternate. For example, L-R-R indicates three foot 
movements, with weight on the left foot during the first two steps (L-R) and a weight 
change to the R foot on the third movement. L-R-L indicates a weight change from left 
foot to right foot back to left on each movement. 
XIV 
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CHAPTERl: 
INTRODUCTION 
An Irish music session is composed of Irish musicians who gather to play music 
for listening in an informal, non-performance setting, such as a pub or a house. In these 
music sessions, the participation of musicians is governed by a set of social stipulations 
and participation rules defined by the type of instrument, knowledge of tunes, awareness 
of style, social hierarchies, and sometimes ethnicity. The phenomenon of the Irish music 
session is indicative of a separation between two performance traditions that were once 
unified: Irish traditional music and Irish dance. The repertoire of Irish traditional music is 
primarily composed of dance tunes, but dancers are not conventional participants at 
. . 
music sessions. 
In Boston, there is an active effort to bring Irish dance and music together through 
the performance of a particular genre of Irish dance known as sean nos (literally meaning 
"old style"). One way the reunification of Irish dance and music is being accomplished is 
through dancer participation in music sessions, though these occurrences are still rare. 
Dancer participation in music sessions is constrained by the participatory rules that 
musicians face in sessions, but also by two other major considerations: modality (dance 
versus music), and sonic contribution (percussive versus melodic). When dancers are 
present at music sessions they must negotiate the boundaries of belonging as well as 
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contribute meaningfully to the music with percussive dance (a sonic translation of 
physical motions). 
In my thesis, through analyses of behavior and musical sound, I discuss the 
relationship between musicians and dancers as it is manifested in music sessions. After 
presenting my methodology, field sites, and the relevancy of my research (Chapter 1 ), I 
will provide a brief description and history of Irish dance in Ireland and in the American 
diaspora, with particular emphasis on the forces that contributed to the division of Irish 
music and Irish dance (Chapter 2). In the following chapter I address the rules that govern 
participation in music sessions by musicians and dancers (Chapter 3). In the next chapter, 
I analyze the musical products of sessions that involve communal participation of dancers 
and musicians using groove theory (Chapter 4). In my concluding chapter I discuss 
further aspects of groove in Irish music and dance, also addressing the theory of flow 
(Chapter 5). 
Relevance 
There is much scholarship on Irish musical traditions, but there is comparatively 
little on Irish dance traditions. Further, there is scant literature that deals only with these 
practices in the United States, and even less that describes specific communities. Most 
literature presents generalizations about Irish music and dance practice that emphasize 
continuity across Irish American communities. The notion that the "Irish-American" 
experience is rooted within particular communities and neighborhoods is not new, but 
often, while the local is upheld as a symbol of community identity, the actual identity is 
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generalized to an overall "Irish-American" experience. Therefore, the cultural 
distinctiveness of a particular area is often overshadowed by its categorization as an Irish-
American community. There is a wealth of literature on Chicago and New York Irish-
American music; however, as Irish-American identity is generalized across local 
boundaries, other communities are neglected in serious study. 
In his dissertation "Irish Music in America," Michael (Mick) Moloney cites 
specific localities: Chicago, New York City, Philadelphia. In his description of Irish 
music sessions, he describes a session in each of these localities (1992: 172-176). The 
purpose of this effort, however, is not to highlight difference, but to emphasize the 
similarity across Irish music sessions and Irish music making in general. This locality of 
experience is further generalized to sessions in both Ireland and the United States 
(1992: 181 ), subsequently collapsing the notion ofregional difference all together. 
There is surprisingly little in the scholarly literature on Boston Irish music 
practices, save a master's thesis completed by Julie Henigan (University of North 
Caroline-Chapel Hill: 1988) on the sean nos singing of Connemara-bom Bridget 
Fitzgerald and Sally Coyne. 1 There is only one published item on Irish dance in Boston: 
See you at the Hall: Boston 's Golden Era of Irish Music and Dance by Susan Gedutis 
(2004). Gedutis's book is an ethnographic and historical account of Irish dance halls in 
Boston during their height of popularity from the 1930s to the 1960s. Dance halls were 
locations in which Irish music and social dance were fused with American music and 
1 Henigan's thesis is on an Trish vocal genre. Though it shares the descriptive label of sean nos with the 
genre of dance I discuss in my research, the relationship between the two performance genres is limited to 
geographic origins. 
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dance styles and served an integral social function for Irish and Irish-Americans. The solo 
dance tradition that is covered in this thesis does not play a role in Gedutis's work. Much 
documentation of the development of Irish solo dance in America focuses on the 
competitive Irish dance scene, primarily through materials produced by competitions and 
their participants (e.g., rules, pamphlets, programs, and websites). 
My thesis investigates local Boston practices in Irish music and dance and 
therefore contributes to the expansion of music and dance scholarship on Irish American 
communities focused in one locality. In addition my research contributes to the existing 
scholarship on Irish dance as a whole and also brings scholarly attention to the sean nos 
genre of Irish dance, an improvisatory genre of dance traced to the Connemara gaeltacht 
region of Galway, Ireland. Scholarship in dance studies is emerging as an independent 
field propelled by scholarship in ethnomusicology. The corpus of research in Irish dance 
is growing, but with emphasis on one solo dance genre in particular: Irish step dancing 
(see Foley 2001 , 2009, 2011; Hall 2008; Cullinane 1987, 1995; Tubridy 1998). The sean 
nos genre is experiencing a revival and while some scholarship has been published, the 
area is ripe for expansion (see Brennan 1999; Friel 2004). 
Methodology 
The fieldwork for this thesis was completed between April 2011 and May 2012 in 
Boston, MA and surrounding areas. My fieldwork research consisted of (i) participant-
observation in Boston Irish dance and music activities (e.g. classes, workshops, 
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performances and competitions), and (ii) structured and un-structured interviews and 
correspondence with dancers, dance teachers, and musicians. 
i) My participant-observation involved the following: 
(a) Private dance instruction in sean nos dancing with Kieran Jordan 
supported by a grant from the Milwaukee Irish Fest; 
(b) enrollment in traditional Irish step dance classes for Adults (taught in a 
non-competitive setting) held at the Boston Percussive Dance Studio 
in Cambridge, MA; 
(c) participation in a sean nos workshop series led by professional dancer, 
teacher and choreographer Kieran Jordan; 
(d) participant-observation at a weekly pub session at the Brendan Behan 
Pub in Jamaica Plain, MA; 
(e) participant-observation at local performances and gatherings, both 
formal and informal, including pub sessions at the Burren Pub 
(Somerville, MA) and the Druid Pub (Cambridge, MA); and 
(f) attendance at Irish cultural festivals in New England. 
ii) I engaged individuals at local Irish dance and music activities in voluntary 
interviews. I received their written permission to use this information for my 
thesis research. 
During my participant-observation I took handwritten fieldnotes and also made audio and 
visual recordings. Interviews were transcribed with the help of transcription software. 
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Quoted material from my interviews was reviewed by my informants to ensure accuracy 
of representation. 
Research with Human Subjects 
My research was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Boston 
University. I was approved to perform structured and unstructured interviews of adults 
and children at least seven years of age (see Appendix A). I was also approved by the 
IRB to amend my study to include a release form, which allows me to use the names of 
my human subjects with their approval (see Appendix B). 
Notes on the Text 
All photographs, musical transcriptions and figures are by the author, unless 
otherwise credited. The glossary is composed from the author 's personal knowledge, 
terminology and description used by Kieran Jordan, and published glossaries of dance 
terms found in Michael Tubridy's A Selection of Irish Traditional Step Dances (1998) 
and Helen Brennan's The Story of Irish Dance (1999). 
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CHAPTER2: 
A BRIEF IDSTORY OF IRISH TRADITIONAL MUSIC AND DANCE 
Today, Irish music and dance are separate performance practices, despite sharing 
a common repertoire: Irish traditional music. This repertoire consists of dance music, 
though current music practices do not require the actual presence of dancing. Most 
histories of either Irish music or Irish dance treat their developments separately, noting 
only the historical overlaps. This method of documenting historical narrative is 
misleading, because it fails to recognize the influence of one practice on the other and 
vice versa. In this chapter, I first present a description of Irish traditional music and 
dance, then merge them into a single narrative history, beginning with Ireland's early 
history and tracing it to current practices in Boston. 
Repertoire, Instrumentation, and Dance Genres and Styles 
Repertoire 
Irish music is divided into "traditional music" and "song." "Irish traditional 
music" refers specifically to instrumental music, which is composed of tunes and airs. 
Irish song is always sung (unless it is "lilted," or played on an instrument, in which case 
it is still labeled a "song"). Irish traditional music is primarily comprised of dance music 
with the inclusion of airs (essentially a solo genre) . The dance music repertoire is referred 
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to by practitioners as "tunes," as the orally transmitted aspect of the music is melodic. 
Tune melodies have been transcribed by musicians and collectors for educational 
purposes, but harmony and rhythmic accompaniment are not part of this notational 
transmission practice. Harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment is provided based on the 
implied harmonic and rhythmic structure of the melody. Tunes follow a conventional 
structure of AABB. 
Tune types are categorized by meter and phrase structure and are divided into 
reels, jigs, hornpipes, marches, and polkas.2 The two most popular tune types in both 
Irish traditional music and Irish dance are reels and jigs. The metrical structure of reel sis 
duple - they are transcribed in 4/4 time, though the beat is usually felt in two: the 
rhythmic structure is often in two sets of four eighth-notes each, with emphasis on beats 1 
and 3 (see ex. 2.1). Jigs are in triple meter and can be divided into three categories: 
double jigs in compound duple time (transcribed as 6/8 meter); single or "hop" jigs in 
compound duple time (transcribed as 6/8 or 12/8 meter); and slip jigs in compound triple 
time (transcribed in 9/8 meter) (see ex. 2.2a-c). The term "jigs" often refers to double 
jigs, which are built on evenly divided eighth-note subdivisions. Single or "hop" jigs are 
described as such because they have an unequal distribution of beats. Hornpipes are in 
duple time, transcribed in either 4/4 or 2/4 meter; Marches and Polkas are both in duple 
time, transcribed in 2/4 meter.3 
2 Marches are the exception to designation of "tunes" as "dance music." 
3 Other descriptions oflrish traditional music in the literature refer to the metrical structure of the music in 
terms of the transcribed meters. A musician would also describe the metrical structure of different tune 
types in terms of this transcribed meter. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Reel meter and beat structure 
lffl? JJJjJJJ pJJJ~JJJ#gj 
EXAMPLE 2.2.A. Double jig meter and beat structure 
EXAMPLE 2.2.B. Single or "hop" jig meter and beat structure 
EXAMPLE 2.2.c. Slip jig meter and beat structure 
Categorizing tunes is complicated because tunes may have multiple names 
depending on their region of origin or the regions in which they are being played. The 
names of tunes are also not indicative of the musical content or history of the tune. Ciaran 
Carson describes this phenomenon in Last Night 's Fun (1996): "So, the names of tunes 
are not the tunes: they are tags, referents, snippets of speech which find themselves 
attached to musical encounters" (7). Tune names are useful for cataloguing personal 
libraries and for online repositories of tune transcriptions (i.e., thesession.org); however, 
musicians often find it most beneficial to play or hum a tune for another, rather than 
name the tune. 
Instrumentation 
Irish traditional instruments include some that have been present in Irish music 
practice for centuries as well as others that were incorporated in the twentieth century. 
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Instruments can be categorized by their type, which is often how descriptions of these 
instruments are presented. I think it is beneficial, however, to present them according to 
their melodic, harmonic, or percussive role. The following are the predominant 
instruments currently found in Irish traditional music, though this list is by no means 
exhaustive. Descriptions are based on listings from The Companion to Irish Traditional 
Music (Vallely 1999). 
Melody Instruments: 
Harp - A chordophone with neck, resonator, and strings; the plane of the strings 
is placed perpendicular to the soundboard; modem construction includes gut or 
nylon strings and semi-tone levers. 
Fiddle - A bowed instrument (the modem violin). 
Wooden Flute - Mouth-blown wind instrument (similar to the Western concert 
flute). 
Tin Whistle - Mouth-blown instrument of simple construction. 
Uillean Pipes - Bellows-blown bagpipe with chanter, three drones, and keyed 
melody pipes capable of providing harmony simultaneous with the melody. 
Bagpipes - lung-blown reed instrument with chanter and one or more drones. 
Concertina - Hexagonal, button-operated, free-reed, bellows-blown instrument 
played with the fingers of both hands. 
Accordion - Bellows-operated, free-reed, diatonic instrument on which the 
melody notes are articulated by buttons or keys operated by the finger of the right 
hand, bass notes by those on the left. 
Melodeon - An early form of the button accordion with single-row buttons that 
give a fixed scale, which denote the key of the instrument. 
Banjo - Plucked, fretted lute with fine skin diaphragm stretched over circular 
metal frame. 
Harmonic Accompaniment: 
Bouzouki -Long-neck lute, adapted from the Greek bouzouki with four metal 
strings and a flat back. 
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Guitar - Six-stringed fretted instrument with flat-waisted body and round 
soundhole. 
Percussive Accompaniment: 
Bodhran - Shallow, circular frame-drum with a skin of goat-hide. 
Dance Genres and Styles 
Irish dance is categorized into four genres: traditional step, sean nos, set, and 
ceili. Traditional step dancing and sean nos dancing are solo dance genres, and set 
dancing and ceili dancing are social dance genres. Because the focus of this work is on 
solo Irish dancing, I will only elaborate on the stylistic differences between traditional 
step dancing and sean nos dancing. Different dances within each genre are described 
according to the tune type as well as the type of shoe worn. 
Irish traditional step dancing is performed in two forms defined by shoe type: soft 
hard. The soft shoe, or gilly, is a ballet-like slipper with laces running from the toe to the 
ankle (see fig. 2.1 ). Soft shoe dances include reels, doul;Jle jigs, single jigs, and slip jigs. 
The hard shoe is made of leather with fiberglass, 
wooden, or rubber additions to the ball and heel of the 
foot (see fig. 2.2). Hard shoe dances include double jigs 
(known as "treble jigs" in hard shoe), and hornpipes. 
Reels are also danced in hard shoe, but in competition 
settings this tune type is used only for a particular 
category of solo step dances known as "set" dances. Solo 
FIGURE 2 . 1. Irish traditional step 
dance soft shoe 
set dance tunes have an irregular formal structure (not AABB) and therefore there is set 
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choreography associated with these particular tunes. Solo set 
dances are performed in hard shoe and can be reels, jigs, or 
hornpipes. Solo set dances are unrelated to social set dancing, 
despite sharing a common descriptive label. 
Irish traditional step dancing is performed with an erect 
FIGURE 2.2. Irish traditional 
step dance hard shoe 
upper body carriage, straight arms held against the sides of 
the body, with emphasis on footwork (see Figure 2.3). 
Traditional step dancing can be described as traditional old style step dancing or 
competitive traditional step dancing. The competitive 
version is regulated and more rigid in form. Emphasis is 
placed on clean, sharp, and graceful lines in the legs. The 
influence of ballet can be seen in the practices of pointing 
the toes, turning out the feet, and keeping the feet crossed 
one in front of the other. This genre is athletic; there are 
often high kicks, leaps and jumps, as well as navigation of 
FIGURE 2.3. 
Irish traditional step dancers at 
the 2011 Boston Irish Fest 
a large area of floor space. The competition atmosphere in which traditional step dancing 
is most commonly performed involves the use of pageantry in the form of elaborate 
costumes, curly wigs, makeup, and accessories. Costuming in competitive traditional step 
dancing is a result of competition regulation, institutionalization, and the use of this genre 
oflrish dance as a symbol of national identity in the early twentieth-century. 
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Sean nos dance is an improvisatory style of percussive dance that can be danced 
in any shoe, given that the shoe makes some kind of noise (see fig. 2.4.). Sean nos is 
FIGURE 2.4. Example 
of a sean nos shoe 
danced primarily to reels, though it is danced to jigs as well. The 
genre is individualistic and allows dancers to move their arms and 
hips; the feet need not be turned out and are often parallel to each 
other (not crossed one behind the other). The genre emphasizes 
footwork that is low to the ground without the athletic feats 
required by traditional step dancing. Sean nos dance does not 
have a prescribed costume because it is not regulated by 
governing institution, nor was it used as a symbol of national identity- a dancer wears 
whatever is comfortable. The style of sean nos dance is elaborated on in Chapter 4. 
The differences between Irish traditional step dancing and sean nos dancing can 
be described in binary oppositions: 
traditional step dancing sean nos 
uniform individualistic 
choreographed improvised 
upward motion downward motion 
high low 
These binary distinctions are not meant to be definitive rulings about the nature of either 
dance form; rather, they are generalized representations of stylistic expectations. 
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English Colonialism and Irish Politics 
For most of its history, Ireland was treated as a colony of England. The earliest 
form of colonialism began around the fifth century in the form of Christian missionaries 
who built monasteries, through which they promoted intellectual and artistic 
development. Gaelic harping was one tradition that benefited from this monastery 
support. Previous to the arrival of these missionaries, Ireland was composed of Gaelic 
kingdoms ruled by chiefs descended from the Celts. Upon the establishment of the 
monasteries the Christian missionaries co-existed with the Gaelic kingdoms. By the 
twelfth century Gaelic kings employed harpers to accompany the bards in their courts and 
eventually, the harp tradition developed an independent repertoire (see Hast 2008). 
Dorothea Hast notes that like Britain's other colonial endeavors, interest in the 
native Irish culture eventually transformed into intolerance and fear, leading to 
oppression (2004: 23). In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, England instituted a 
plantation system in which English landlords settled in Ireland and modeled their cities 
after England. This land was appropriated from Gaelic kings, effectively destroying 
Ireland's native form of social structure. Over time, the English immigrants and the native 
Irish integrated through intermarriage and eventually there developed a politically 
powerful Protestant Anglo-Irish constituency and a rural Catholic Gaelic-Irish 
constituency. British colonial oppression of cultural practices increased under the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth I, who believed that Irish harpers were political spies and banned the 
playing of Irish music. Later in the eighteenth century, England passed a series of 
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legislation against the Irish Catholic population of Ireland called the Penal Laws, 
establishing social, political and economic restrictions. 
The Act of Union was passed in 1800, which officially subsumed Ireland under 
the political auspices of the United Kingdom. Through efforts in the British parliament, 
Irish Catholic political parties were able to achieve Catholic Emancipation in 1832, 
revoking many of the Penal Laws; however, political gains were halted by economic 
hardship brought on by the Great Famine of 1846-8. By the end of the nineteenth-
century, nationalist movements proliferated in the form of the Irish Republican 
Brotherhood and the Home Rule movement (1874), which sought to maintain the 
political rule of England while acknowledging Irish sovereignty with an independent 
parliament. Nationalism motivated a series of conflicts with the English in the early 
twentieth century and spurred debate within Ireland about the benefits of Home Rule 
versus political independence, including the failed Easter Rising of 1916. These conflicts 
culminated in the Anglo-Irish War of 1919-1921, which ended with the establishment of 
the Irish Free State and the partitioning of Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
The presence of English influence in Irish political and social life for most of 
Ireland's history has created an interesting relationship between the two cultures. Most 
notably, this has manifested in the form of national identity formation. Attempts to create 
an independent Irish identity were motivated by the desire to disassociate from England. 
Particularly during the nationalist movements of the late eighteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, being "Irish" was equivalent to not being English. 
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Development of Irish Traditional Music and Dance 
Irish music historian Brendan Breathnach4 argues that Irish traditional music as it 
is known today developed primarily in the eighteenth century (1977:56). This was due to 
a "dancing craze" in the eighteenth century brought on by the proliferation of the dance 
master in rural Ireland (O'Doherty 1979: 8). Dancing masters were often English or 
French and taught social dances from the European continent such as quadrilles and also 
Irish "jigs" (Young 1970). Musician, artist, and tune collector, Eamonn O'Doherty claims 
in the introduction to The Northern Fiddler (l 979)5 that, 
It seems strange that there should have been so much jigging and gaiety in the 
eighteenth century when oppression was at its height. However, despite poverty 
and the Penal Laws, rural Ireland at that time was by all accounts a lively place. 
The population was growing faster than anywhere else in Europe and, as so often 
happens, the people became more keenly interested in what was officially denied 
them. (8) 
The extent to which rural eighteenth century Ireland could be described as "lively" is 
perhaps not as obvious as O'Doherty claims; nonetheless, the rural practices of Irish 
traditional music and dance did flourish during this period. 
These travelling dance masters also contributed to the regularization of dance 
style within their respective regions and practiced a precursor to contemporary Irish 
dance competitions by competing against one another in festivals and challenges 
4 Brendan Breathnach published Folk Music and Dances of Ireland (1977), a seminal comprehensive 
introduction to the history of Irish music and dance in Ireland, complete with description of musical style as 
well as transcriptions. Breathnach's history set the stage for later histories of dance by beginning with the 
earliest records of dance in Ireland (English round or country dances), tracing the history through the 
influences of the travelling dance master (the rise of solo dancing) . 
5 ln this introduction to an ethnographic monograph of the fiddle tradition in the North of Ireland, 
O'Doherty ( 1979) provides a history oflrish music and dance contextualized by European history and 
integrally linked to national, religious, political , colonial and social issues and trends that mark Ireland 's 
own history. He provides an overview of the history of Irish dance to emphasize the role of dance in 
shaping the development of Trish music, particularly during the eighteenth century. 
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(Brennan 1999: 50-51; Hall 2008: 35). Breathnach describes this competitive 
atmosphere: 
Although an itinerant, the dancing master moved within a well-defined territory, a 
district perhaps of ten square miles. A friendly rivalry existed between all dancing 
masters and each respected the other's territory. Casual meetings at fairs and 
sporting events would lead to challenges when both would dance it out in public 
to the joy and edification of the spectators and, frequently, without any eventual 
decision. Occasionally, the event demanded a victor, as when a Kerry dancing 
master vanquished a Cork dancing master in a contest as to who should "own" 
[the county of] Clonmel. (1977:50) 
By the late nineteenth century, three regional dance styles could be identified: The 
Northern (Ulster) style, the Connemara (Western) sean nos style, and the Munster 
(Southern) style (Brennan 1999: 64-72).6 The dance masters, while drawing on English 
round and country dances that had been present in Ireland since the twelfth-century 
Norman invasion, also invented many solo and figure dances, which built the repertoire 
oflrish dance. As dances were created, Irish dance tunes were also created. 
European continental influence was not only found in the spread of dancing in 
rural Ireland, but also in the development of instrumentation: 
The modem fiddle became widely accepted and the uillean pipes approached their 
final form, modeled mainly on the ubiquitous mediaeval bagpipe but 
incorporating the refinement of the French elbow-blown musette with the ancient 
sounds and playing skills of the great Gaelic warpipes. (O'Doherty 1979: 6) 
6 One of the most important recent contributions to the literature on Irish dance is Helen Brennan's 1999 
ethnography The Story of Irish Dance in which she provides a comprehensive history of Irish dance in 
Ireland. Her book is notable for its thorough description of the different regional styles oflrish dance and 
the treatment those styles underwent by the Gaelic League and later the Irish Dancing Commission. 
Brennan completed a remarkable feat of fieldwork, collecting dance steps and styles from many who have 
now departed, documenting their stories and their dance practices . Most of the knowledge that she collected 
was neglected, rejected, or marginalized by the Irish Dancing Commission, and therefore, was quickly 
being lost to time. 
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This foreign influence on the development of music and dance prior to the twentieth-
century would later be used to identify and dissociate practices with foreign influence 
from conceptions of native Irish culture. The irony of identifying "foreign" practices as 
"other" to create a "pure" Irish identity can be found in the fact that the fiddle and uillean 
pipes were considered "Irish" despite clear foreign influence. 
The proliferation of dance and dance music in Ireland led some to move to revive 
the harping tradition, most notably Edward Bunting. Bunting organized the Belfast 
Harper's Festival in 1792 and documented the music played in his General Collection of 
the Ancient Irish Music (1796). While it is known today that Bunting altered his 
transcriptions to fit his personal notions of correctness, he began a movement in Irish 
music documentation that supported the proliferation of Irish music through institutions 
as well as communities. The preservation of Irish traditional music through transcription 
continued even during periods when the performance of Irish traditional music was in 
decline. For example, in the mid-nineteenth century, the practice oflrish music and dance 
declined as a result of famine and the temperance movement, which ensued following the 
Catholic Emancipation of 1829. Around this time, however, George Petrie founded the 
Society for the Preservation and Publication of the Melodies of Ireland: "He conceived it 
as a duty ... to preserve the native melodies, because of a deep sense of their beauty, a 
strong conviction of their archaeological interest, and a desire to aid in the preservation of 
remains so honourable to the national character of the country" (Breathnach 1977: 108). 
The decline in music and dance would be brief, but long enough to warrant a late 
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nineteenth century revival m Irish cultural practices to promote a new cultural 
nationalism. 
Cultural Nationalism and the Gaelic League 
One of the most salient effects of Anglo-Irish integration was the decline of the 
Irish language. Influenced by European continental nationalist movements of the 
nineteenth century, cultural revivalists focused on the Irish language as a source of 
cultural identity. Those that promoted the Irish language and its education argued that the 
Irish had lost their Irish heritage by attempting to be English through dress, politics, and 
speaking the English language: 
The Irish claim to be a nation, but they are remarkably destitute of the distinctive 
signs of a separate people. An average Londoner might well be puzzled to decide 
in what particulars or to what degree the Irish impressed him as being more alien 
than the men of rural Yorkshire or Cornwall ... if he stopped to think about the 
matter at all, he would probably conclude that a people reading, speaking and 
writing practically nothing but English, wearing English dress, playing English 
games, singing English music-hall songs, copying English ways, and largely 
governed by English social conventions, had forfeited their right to be considered 
a separate nation. (Brooks 1908: 263) 
Cultural nationalists believed that spreading the Irish language would create the mentality 
of an Irish identity. This effort was made primarily through the establishment of the 
Gaelic League ( Conradh na Gaeilge) in 1893 by Douglas Hyde. 
Hyde promoted a non-political and non-religious motivated form of cultural 
nationalism that focused on developing and preserving Irish culture. The effort to 
preserve Irish culture was accomplished by establishing schools for Irish language, which 
also served as outlets for social activities like music and dancing. As the League gained 
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influence, it became a major producer of Irish publications and organizer of Irish festivals 
and contests (Brooks 1908: 287). 
Despite aims to be neutral, the Gaelic League ultimately became a tool for 
political nationalists. As Senia Paseta notes: But as the notion of 'authentic 
Irishness' became sharply contested and more closely identified with Catholicism 
and nationalism, the League's more political members became increasingly 
focused on the national question and on accentuating the relationship between 
national identity and national independence. (2003: 68) 
As political and cultural nationalism merged, cultural practices were used to convey an 
Irish identity to other nations. This was accomplished by defining some practices as 
"Irish" and some as "foreign," collecting aspects of Irish cultural practice as evidence of 
a distinct identity: "cultural practices are assigned to the horde of cultural treasures 
around which a national identity can coalesce" (O' Shea 2008: 24). Music and dance were 
among the social activities promoted by the Gaelic League in conjunction with Irish 
language education, so they too became objects of cultural objectification. 
Institutionalization of Irish Dance 
An Coimisiun, one arm of the Gaelic League, was formed as a result of increasing 
controversy about Irish dance as a symbol of national identity. John Cullinane, resident 
historian and adjudicator of An Coimisiun describes the shift from dancing as a social 
experience to dancing as a statement of Irish identity: "Dancing, which up to then had 
been performed for social pleasure and enjoyment only, became an expression of Irish 
nationalism. The dancing was no longer referred to as just 'dancing,' but rather as ' Irish 
dancing' and the dances came to be referred to as National Dances of Ireland" (2003: 17). 
Symbolic function was attached to the practice of dance, and the specification of 
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nationhood entailed a process of unification of diverse dance practices; as with any 
movement that attempts to claim to be "national," uniformity is inevitable and diversity is 
negatively perceived as fragmentation. 
A distinction between "Irish" and non-Irish or "foreign" practices was 
emphasized by the Gaelic League overall, and particularly in the definition of which 
dances would be supported by the League. The basis of many social dances practiced by 
the late nineteenth century, known as "set" dances, derived from English quadrilles and 
so were argued to be "foreign," while dances that were not widely practiced whose 
origins could not be traced to "foreign" cultures were labeled as truly "Irish" (Brennan 
1999: 38). Determinations of "foreign-ness" and "Irishness" resulted in controversy and 
dispute between the Gaelic League and practicing dancers (Brennan 1999: 31 ; Cullinane 
2003: 29). In true bureaucratic form, the Gaelic League's solution was to establish a 
series of committees in the 1920s, ultimately leading to the formation of An Cofmisiun. 
F6 Choiste Rince was the dance sub-committee formed by the Coiste Gn6tha, the 
executive standing committee of the Gaelic League. In 1930, F6 Choiste Rince proposed 
a three-item mandate: 
1) The creation of a Coiste Stiuruighthe, a Dancing Steering Committee. 
2) Rules and regulations to be made out for the committee so that it could 
authoritatively decide: 
a. what was correct or true Irish dancing; 
b. the type of music to be played for same and; 
c. speeds and tempos of the music to be examined. 
3) The Committee should lay down the standards for all of the dancing and for it to 
put specific proposals before the (Annual) Congress of the Gaelic League: 
a. for all the dances to be on the same footing throughout the entire country; 
b. those dances known only in one area of the country, and not in others, to 
be made known throughout the entire country; 
c. to oversee the dancing competitions; 
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d. for suitable adjudicators to be recommended to the feiseanna 
[competitions] and not to accept anybody else; 
e. any group wishing to organise competitions would have to get permissions 
from the committee. (Quoted in Cullinane 2003: 31 ). 
Initially, the goals of the committee seemed admirable with the aim of promoting all 
dances of Ireland (as indicated in 3b), however, the necessity of the dancing to be 
"correct or true" and "Irish" established a stigma of prescription that would come to 
dominate the practices of this governing body. Instead of the inclusiveness implied by 
proposal 3b, exclusivity prevailed. 
Later in 1930, the name of the steering committee was changed to Coimisium an 
Rinnce (Dance Commission) with the expressed objective "that adult Irish dancing 
should be promoted and propagated and that the type of music for same be decided" 
(Cullinane 2003: 32). As the commission developed, important shifts in the focus of the 
commission can be traced. These shifts reflect an ideological change from the objective 
of promoting "Irish" dance practice in general, to an objective of promoting "Irish" dance 
as a regulated competitive activity. In the rules and regulations of Coimisium an Rinnce 
approved by the Gaelic League in 1931 , the first stated objective of the organization was 
not to "promote" and "propagate" Irish dancing wherever it might occur, but focused 
specifically on competitions, using dictatorial language: "An Coimishln shall direct and 
control all Irish Dancing competitions throughout the country, and the judgement of An 
Coimisiun on all questions affecting such competitions shall be final" (Quoted in 
Cullinane 2003 : 65). Prescriptive and judgmental language continued as An Coimisiun 
furthered their agenda of "control." 
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In 1943, An Coimisiun released explicit information regarding the certification of 
Irish dance teachers in the "Syllabus for Examinations 1943," which formally required all 
Irish dance teachers to be first approved by An Coimisiun before being allowed to 
participate (and have their students participate) in Irish dance activities (Cullinane 2003: 
91). While including information about the process of examination and certification, the 
Syllabus also recognized the decreasing participation of adults in Irish dancing classes, 
and subsequently the hegemony of children. The Syllabus admirably calls for an effort to 
reach out to adults: "Why confine your activities to children's classes? Those who have 
suitable premises should organise and advertise classes for adults, classes in which Ceili 
[social] dancing would be taught properly" (Quoted in Cullinane 2003: 93). An 
Coimisiun's call, nonetheless, is marked by the perception that adults need Irish dance 
classes because they are not "properly" dancing social dances. While the availability of 
adult dance classes has increased in the last ten years, these classes are frequently not 
offered in a competitive environment; often, an adult dancer is viewed as bizarre by the 
younger competitive dancers and may be met with stigma from other dancers, dance 
teachers, and adjudicators (Tomell-Presto 2003: 129). There is inevitably, little place for 
adult dancers in the contemporary Irish dance world that An Coimisiun directs. The 
current objective of An Coimisiun as stated on their website is: "to preserve and promote 
Irish Dancing, including step-dancing and team dancing." Despite the current moderation 
of their mission statement, over time, An Coimisiun's regulations have increased, 
particularly in the realm of costuming. 
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Also in 1943, the name of the commission was changed to its present title An 
Coimisiun le Rinci Gaelacha, which emphasized the focus of the commission on "Irish" 
dances and not "foreign" dances (Cullinane 2003: 33). The fixation on preserving only 
"Irish" dances led the Gaelic League and An Coimisiun to reject many forms of Irish 
dance and ultimately re-define the various styles of Irish dance. With the early twentieth-
century publication of dances as "Irish dances" arose a debate about the validity of 
particular dances. One venue of this debate was the Gaelic League newspaper An 
Claidheamh Soluis, in which sources of particular dances were questioned as well as the 
intentions of those promoting these dances (Brennan 1999: 32). The first Gaelic League 
sponsored social dance (also known as a ceili dance) occurred at the London branch in 
1897, and the production of dance manuals began out of this branch (Cullinane 2003: 20). 
This combined with the fact that many of the social dances or "set" dances were traced to 
English and other European quadrille dances encouraged harsh criticism, despite the 
active practice of these dances by the Irish people (Brennan 1999: 32-33). 
Distinctions were made by An Coimisiun within both solo dancing and social 
dancing. Social dances were most particularly proscribed in documents that the Gaelic 
League and An Coimisiun produced. Early in the twentieth century, the Gaelic League's 
interest in Irish dancing encouraged members to collect and publish dances for 
awareness. One of these published documents was a collection by O'Keeffe and O'Brien 
titled A Handbook of Irish Dances (1902), which served as an educational manual. It 
listed and described thirty-two social dances and thirty-one solo set dances, with 
accompanying description of musical meters and step descriptions. In 1932, An 
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Cofmisiun compiled a list of thirty-seven possible social dances to be standardized, many 
of which were derived from the work of O'Keeffe and O'Brien (Cullinane 2003: 71). The 
set dances, whose origins were traced back to quadrilles, were rejected; as Mary Friel 
describes in her introduction to Dancing as a Social Pastime (2004): "An Cofmisiun 
deemed sets foreign, and therefore undesirable" (8). A clear division was made between 
these two types of social dances, and the current names for each were concretized in 1934 
with the weekly publishing of dance descriptions-sponsored by An Cofmisiun-in the 
Irish Independent newspaper labeled as "Ceilidhe Dances" (Friel 2004: 72). Those dances 
that were not considered "Irish" are today called set dances, while those that are 
promoted by An Cofmisiun are called ceilf dances. 
An Cofmisiun's official handbook of social dances is the Ar Rinncidhe F6irne 
(Thirty Popular Figure Dances). This handbook was first published in 1939 and 1943 in 
two volumes of ten figure dances each, and was later followed with a complete three 
volume publication in 1969. The document has remained the same since 1969, though 
later editions have been released. In determining which dances would be included among 
the thirty published figure dances, An Cofmisiun also had to deal with regional variation. 
One case in particular was the issue of a six-hand reel known as the "Fairy Reel," which 
was part of the 1969 edition. The reason for the delay in publication is attributed to the 
fact that teachers could not agree on the choreography of the "Fairy Reel" (Friel 2004: 
72). Ultimately, An Cofmisiun compromised by combining all of the regional variations 
into one version: "The Fairy Reel" is done in a number of ways in different parts of the 
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country, and we have tried to please all by putting in more of the movements than are 
done in any one place" (0 Faircheallaigh 1969: 44). 
Unlike social dances, the solo dances were not standardized through published 
dance descriptions. In most Irish dance publications, the solo dance steps were argued to 
be too numerous to be described, and thus general description of each solo dance sub-
genre filled its place, just as found in O'Keeffe & O'Brien. The solo dance steps were 
also not associated with any particular heritage, and thus could not be traced to a foreign 
origin (Hall 2008: 33). The solo dance steps were subsequently standardized according to 
dance style, rather than specific choreographic movements. The Munster style was 
supported by An Coimisiun as the traditional Irish dancing style, while the sean nos style 
of Connemara was viewed as too similar to clogging, and thus not of Irish origin. Sean 
nos dancers were banned from participating in competitions, and when they did appear, 
were penalized (Brennan 1999: 42-43). Much of the stylistic controversies occurred 
because the early adjudicators were members of the Gaelic League and not necessarily 
dancers, Douglas Hyde, for example (Cullinane 2003 : 49). In A Collection of Irish Airs, 
Marches and Dance Tunes (1911 ), dancer Frank Roche wrote: 
It was unfortunate that in the general scheme to recreate an Irish Ireland the work 
of preserving or reviving our national dances should have fallen largely to the lot 
of those who were but poorly equipped for the task. For the most part they were 
lacking in insight, and a due appreciation of the pure old style, and had, as it 
appears, but a slender knowledge of the old repertoire . (quoted in Brennan 1999: 
43) 
These administrators were determining "Irish" dance style without actually knowing the 
breadth of practiced Irish dance. Though the administrators were using measures of 
"foreign-ness" to determine "Irish" dance styles, their decisions were ultimately arbitrary. 
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Foreign elements existed in all aspects of Irish dance and music - these adjudicators 
were choosing styles that were familiar to them to represent a canon of national "Irish 
dance." 
The standardization of Irish dance style in solo step dancing combined with the 
practice of Irish dance in structured competitive contexts has propelled contemporary 
Irish dance to its current state. The Irish Dancing Commission has maintained its 
regulatory power by requiring all competitors to be associated with a certified Irish 
traditional step dance teacher (TCRG Certification). In twenty-first century competitions, 
dancers are primarily women and at competitive prime in their early teens with athletic 
bodies masked by elaborate costumes and wigs. These costumes are regulated by An 
Coimisiun and deemed to be authentic Irish dress, despite a clear disconnect with 
historically documented Irish dress. A dancer is often judged by how she looks as much 
as for her technique, which encourages the use of pageantry: bright costumes, frequently 
bought costumes (to keep up with fashionable trends), perky wigs, extensive makeup, 
spray tans, glitter and sparkle. The expectation to convey "Irishness" has persisted, 
though the notion of "Irishness" has drastically transformed. 
Shifts in Social Dance Practices and Music for Music's Sake 
As solo dancing gained popularity through institutionalization m the early 
twentieth-century, social dancing in Ireland dramatically declined in favor. O'Doherty 
(1979) cites nationalism and the appropriation of Irish dance for the purposes of defining 
Irish national identity as a source of the decline in popularity of dance during the mid-
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twentieth century. He remarks that the absence of dance from social occasions inevitably 
influenced the modem development of Irish music and its performance practice. 
Another reason for the decline of social dancing was the establishment of the 
Public Dance Halls Act of 1935, which prevented social gatherings without official 
license. The implementation of this act shifted social dancing and therefore its music 
from the private sphere to the public sphere and motivated the commercialization and 
commodification of Irish music. More importantly, it dramatically changed the way 
dancers and musicians interacted: musicians performed in ensembles called ceili bands 
and accompanied an entire hall of dancers rather than performing solo for a small group 
of dancers. As Finton Vallely describes in the first edition of The Companion to 
Traditional Irish Music (1999): 
Demands of dancing in large spaces also altered the performance style of music: it 
did not require solo and duet playing, it sacrificed rhythm to beat, impersonalised 
the musicians, prioritised music-making over social occasion and obliged 
musicians to learn other forms of music demanded by the modem venue. 
Accordion became important, for volume, thus diminishing the status of the 
subtlety inherent in, say, expert fiddle playing. Dancers were thus separated from 
the process of music-making, standards of appreciation declined, musicians lost 
local importance, became discouraged and many abandoned playing in a 
competitive era in which supply was greater than demand. (130; emphasis added) 
The music was being produced primarily as accompaniment for dancing events that 
required licensing. This licensing resulted in the addition of an economic component to 
social dancing: to pay for the license and the musicians, dancers paid money to attend the 
events. The separation of musicians from dancers in dancing contexts propelled 
musicians to pursue music-making for listening and not for dancing. One of the results of 
this pursuit was the creation of music sessions. 
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Irish music sessions are informal gatherings of Irish musicians in pubs and homes. 
Music sessions developed in Ireland in conjunction with the emergence of Irish pub 
culture after World War II (Hamilton 1999: 345). Developments in recording technology 
in the United States encouraged the practice of music sessions in America. Ensemble 
playing was valued for recording purposes and therefore Irish traditional musicians either 
performed with other melody instruments or were accompanied. In the 1950s, Irish 
traditional music experienced a revival in Ireland with the establishment of Comhaltas 
Ceolt6iri Eireann, a cultural institution for the promotion of Irish traditional music, and 
the national broadcasting company Radio Eireann: 
Songs and dance music were genuine folk music, and were rendered ar an sean-
n6s, in the traditional manner [sic]. These programmes initiated a veritable new 
era of discovery and were avidly looked forward to by traditional musicians. 
Players previously unknown outside their own locality attracted listeners 
throughout the country; tunes scarcely known outside a parish achieved a national 
currency. Here indeed was a revival, or at least a reversal of the decline which had 
set in more than four score years previously. (Breathnach 1977: 124) 
The American Diaspora and Globalization 
Waves of Irish emigration to America were primarily motivated by economic and 
social oppression under English colonialism. The notion of Irish national identity 
transferred to the American diaspora and thus encouraged cultural practices that 
connected Irish immigrants with their homeland. Contemporary Irish dance is particularly 
noted for its standardized practice across communities due to the existence of the 
institutional regulatory body of the Irish Dancing Commission, which dictates the dance 
as a representation of Irish national identity and heritage. Irish music performance 
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practices have largely been preserved across communities and sites due to the extensive 
collections and transcriptions of Irish music, the revival of Irish traditional music through 
the commercial sphere (e.g., recordings and concert tours), and through the idolization of 
specific musicians whose styles are imitated by musicians in both Ireland and its 
diaspora. In Boston, like other Irish diaspora communities in America, the community of 
Irish and Irish-American performers is one closely linked to the community of practice in 
Ireland. Thus, Irish traditional music and dance are transnational practices that unify 
communities oflrish music and dance performers. 
Irish American traditional music session practices are closely linked with those in 
Ireland, primarily due to the co-occurrence of their development and Irish cultural revival 
movements in America. While the Gaelic League was promoting Irish language in 
Ireland, similar regional cultural groups were promoting Irish language education in the 
United States. These efforts began as early as 1874 with the establishment of the 
Brooklyn Philo-Celtic Society in New York by Irish immigrant Michael Logan (Ni 
Bhromeil 2001: 88). Organizations like these were formed to promote the development of 
Irish American communities and foster a connection with Irish heritage, using language 
as a "badge of identity" (Ni Bhromeil 2001 : 90). As in Ireland, these regional 
organizations also served as venues for social activities such as music and dance: 
The societies tended to meet at least twice a week, usually between the hours of 
seven and ten o'clock in the evening. Instruction in the language would occupy 
the early part of the evening, consisting of reading, translation, and vocabulary 
and grammar exercises ... Then the "pleasant hour" would ensue. This usually 
meant songs, recitations, and, later on, Irish dancing. (Ni Bhromeil 2001: 90). 
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Another way in which Irish America contributed to the revival of Irish music and dance 
was through transcriptions, particularly the extensive collections by Captain Francis 
O'Neill, a police chief in Chicago. O'Neill published volumes of transcriptions of Irish 
dance music between 1903 and 1922 after years of collecting tunes from Irish traditional 
musicians in the United States. 
Irish traditional music experienced a revival in America in the late 1970s with a 
renewed national interest in ethnic heritage - government sponsorship supported 
projects on American folk and traditional arts culture which allowed for musicians from 
across America and Ireland to interact via recordings, tours, and as a result, sessions: 
Sessions represent another key element. They ensure that change will take place 
in a relatively leisurely fashion and act as a brake, as it were, on the pace of 
innovation. Constant exposure to stylistic role models from Ireland is another 
factor encouraging stability and continuity. A constant flow of recordings, formal 
and informal, infuses the Irish American 'scene' as do sessions with musicians 
visiting or on tour from Ireland. (Moloney 1999: 416) 
Sessions today continue to be marked by the influence of recordings and cross-national 
interactions with Irish national performers and other Irish American musicians. 
Irish dance in the United States was promoted through the establishment of 
schools and organizations affiliated with the Irish Dancing Commission. This 
institutionalization, however, was not the only way that Irish dance was incorporated into 
Irish American cultural practices. In the late nineteenth century American vaudeville was 
populated by Irish immigrants performing dance, music, and minstrelsy. Out of this 
performance tradition (and also influenced by their similar economic and social 
situations), Irish dancers and Black American dancers performed together in challenge 
dances. Challenge dancing events were jigging competitions between Irish Americans 
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and African Americans in which competitors imitated each other as a way of out-
performing their opponent. American Tap dance is one result of this integration of dance 
styles. 
In a recent paper on American Antebellum Challenge dancing, April F. Masten 
(2012) argues for an American influence on the development of sean nos dance. She 
argues that cultural borrowing between African and Irish dance styles made their way 
back to Ireland through the seafaring culture and are the source of stylist conventions in 
the sean nos style of dance: relaxed posture, downward orienting movement, 
polyrhythms. This claim is intriguing because it implies that the style of traditional step 
dancing was the extant style before this American challenge dance influence. Another 
interpretation would be that perhaps Irish Americans who originated from different 
regions of Ireland borrowed styles and steps from each other in challenge dance style 
venues (in America, or even in Ireland in the form of the dancing master challenges). 
Regardless of the origins of the style of sean nos dance, Masten's research brings to light 
important transcontinental influences on dance practice prior to twentieth-century trends 
in globalization (based on ease of travel and commodification of cultural practices 
through recordings and performance tours). 
The influence of globalization is most salient in more recent commercial dance 
productions. The rise of Ireland's economy (known as the "Celtic Tiger") in the 1990s 
resulted in a popularization of Irish culture and the creation of the theatrical dance 
productions Riverdance and Lord of the Dance. These productions used Irish traditional 
dance as an inspirational tool for a re-imagined spectacle of entertainment, which 
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included music and dance from non-Irish cultures, and a departure from the standardized 
dress and upper-body carriage prescribed by the Irish Dancing Commission. In the first of 
these productions at the 1994 Eurovision Songfest, the American influence on modem 
Irish performance was made apparent with the choice of American lead dancers: Jean 
Butler and Michael Flatley. The popularization and romanticization of Irish culture 
combined with the high production value of these entertainment productions in tum 
influenced the competitive Irish dance scene and contributed to the rise of pageantry. 7 
The Sean Nos Revival and Boston Practices 
While Irish traditional step dance was promoted through institutionalization in the 
twentieth century, the sean nos style of dance remained primarily in the Connemara 
gaeltacht (Gaelic speaking) region of Galway (in the west of Ireland). In the 1970s some 
Irish dancers began a revival of this style of dance by learning from the aging men who 
still practiced the dance form. The dance form has gained institutional support through 
research efforts at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance at the University of 
Limerick and the development of a national competition, Oireachtas na Gaeilge: 
Com6rtas Damhsa ar an Sean n6s.8 
7 For a more detailed description ofthe culture of competitive Irish dance in Ireland see Frank Hall ' s 
Competitive Irish Dance: Art, Sport, Duty (Madison: Macater Press, 2008). For a specific account of an 
American context of competitive Irish dance see Jessica Tomell-Presto's dissertation Performing Irish 
Identities through Irish Dance (Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2003). 
8 A discussion of the two dancing competitions in current practice in Ireland (sean nos and step dance) is 
presented by Orflhlaith Ni Bhriain's "Irish Dance Music - For the Feet or for the Soul?" in Close to the 
Floor: Irish Dance from the Boreen to Broadway, eds. Mick Moloney, J'aime Morrison, and Colin Quigley 
(Madison: Macater Press, 2009). 
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Sean nos is not practiced as widely in the United States as in Ireland, though the 
dance genre is gaining momentum. R6isin Ni Mhainin was one of the first well-known 
female sean nos dancers and influenced the revival in the United States by touring and 
performing in the 1990s, attracting a younger and broader audience for sean nos dance. 
Kieran Jordan is a Boston performer, choreographer, and teacher who has been influential 
in the sean nos revival in the United States, being one of only a few teaching the genre. 
Her sean nos influences include R6isin as well as Clare dancer Aidan Vaughan. Her 
dance style is also influenced by a lifetime of work in traditional old style step dancing, 
particularly with her teacher Joe O'Donovan and her collaborator and dnce partner Kevin 
Doyle. She is also TCRG certified with the Irish Dancing Commission to teach 
competitive traditional step dancing. 
Catherine Foley, ethnochoreologist and director of the Irish World Academy of 
Music and Dance, describes three reasons why sean nos dance has gained popularity 
outside of Ireland: 
1) the semi-improvisational and individualistic nature of the dance; 
2) the rhythmical challenge of the dance itself which concentrates on sounding 
out the footwork in the time with the accompanying music; and 
3) the informal social contexts associated with the form. (2009: 51). 
The Boston dancers that I have interviewed perform sean nos for a variety of reasons, 
including the ones highlighted by Foley, but particularly because of its close association 
with music. Foley articulates the percussive relationship to the music, but uses the term 
"accompanying music" to describe the relationship between the musician and dancer. 
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Sean nos is traditionally performed with live music, usually one dancer to one musician; 
the musician and dancer may be said to accompany each other. However, the power 
structure inherent in the notion of accompaniment with one performer having more 
political power over the other leads me to believe that the phenomenon of 
"accompanying each other" may be more aptly described as collaboration, rather than 
accompaniment. This dance genre, then, allows dancers and musicians to perform in 
collaborative social environments. In Boston, sean nos dancers take advantage of music 
sessions as social environments for music and dance performance. 
Reuniting Irish Music and Dance 
Gear6id 6 hAllmhurain, ethnomusicologist, describes the separation of Irish 
music and dance in America as a "social and cultural polarisation between step dancing 
and instrumental music" that was affected both by emigration patterns in the 1970s as 
well as the institutional structure of step dancing (Vallely 2011: 724 ). Despite this 
polarization, however, there has been a recent movement to reunite the music and dance 
in communal settings - particularly sessions. The revival of sean nos dancing has 
motivated dancers to participate in music sessions, as sessions remain the primary mode 
of casual Irish music gathering. In Boston, the particular Irish performers that I have 
collaborated with for this research are involved in the reunification of Irish music and 
dance through their own efforts to perform with each other in sessions and through 
organized performances. 
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This movement toward reunification is beginning to be seen in the literature as 
well. The introduction to the first edition of Finton Vallely's Companion to Irish 
Traditional Music (l 999) began with "Irish traditional music is now a sophisticated 
listening music, and no longer a medium only for dancing " (xv; emphasis in original). 
The introduction to the second edition, however, presents a completely different position 
by providing a definition of Irish traditional music in its own terms and not in terms of 
separation from dance: 
What is known as 'Irish traditional music' has been described as such for just over 
a century. It has been practised with considerable continuity as the onetime 
popular music of the island of Ireland - a body of melody, song and dance and 
associated activities that stylistically comes from the period before recorded 
music and radio. It has core, distinctive features which are uniquely of the place, 
but it has borrowed forms and practices from the neighbouring islands and from 
Europe. In turn, it has also contributed to these and to musics in the 'new' 
colonised worlds of America and Australia. ( 2011: vii) 
This change in language is indicative of the current shift away from separating Irish 
music and dance. Rather than being juxtaposed as two art forms inextricably defined by 
the other, Irish traditional musicians and dancers are reuniting the two practices. 
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CHAPTER3: 
PARTICIPATION AND BELONGING IN BOSTON IRISH MUSIC SESSIONS 
There are specific rules that determine behavior and participation in an Irish 
music session. These implicit rules are known by musicians who frequent sessions and 
have also been documented by scholars and writers (sometimes even comically, as in 
Field Guide to the Irish Music Session9). The stereotype that Irish pubs have welcoming 
atmospheres is often extended to Irish music sessions; however, though the social 
atmosphere can be welcoming, there are also elements of exclusivity. Exclusivity often 
appears through passive aggressive behaviors. The extent to which a particular session is 
either exclusive or welcoming depends on the attitudes and expectations of individual 
participants of the session and their adherence to the behavior expectations of the group. 
Irish traditional musicians participate in the tradition often because of some 
genealogical or geographic connection to Irish heritage. The Irish traditional musicians in 
Boston range from Irish immigrants to non-Irish, from amateurs to professional 
performers, from very young (pre-pubescent) to very old (elderly). Panayotis (Paddy) 
League, ethnomusicologist and bouzouki player in Boston, described Irish music as a 
mediator of generational difference, particularly via the transmission of style: 
9 Field Guide to the Irish Music Session is a comedic description of what an Irish music session is, 
including instrumentation, repertoire and behavior. It was written for both music session participants as 
well as outsiders to the practice. Barry Foy, Field Guide to the Irish Music Session (Seattle: Frogchart 
Press, 2009). 
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When I think of the people who have really directly inspired me and influenced me 
and made me want to play the music and keep me interested and who I keep going 
back to as reference, almost none of them are of my generation .... I really connect 
with the Irish music made by people one and two generations older than me. 
The particular musicians that comprise the focus of this study are in their twenties and 
thirties and also value the generational exchange described by League. 
Ethnicity and Performing Irishness 
Often the terms "Irish musician" and "Irish dancer" are interpreted to mean that 
the performer is not only performing in that cultural tradition, but also carries some 
degree of Irish ethnicity. While this is often the case, it is not universal. The diversity of 
musicians and dancers in Irish performance practices can largely be attributed to the 
influence of globalization on these practices. Irish music and dance are performed in Irish 
diaspora communities around the globe and thus the demographics of participation are 
influenced by the geographic location of the performance practice. The very nature of the 
Irish diaspora in America is one of transnationalism and syncretism. 
Fiddler Armand Aromin is a male of Filipino heritage, and is identified as non-
Irish by appearance. Aromin is a prominent performer in Boston who participates in the 
Brendan Behan session regularly as well as other sessions in the Greater Boston area. He 
is a member of the Irish traditional music group The Ivy Leaf with whom he has recently 
released an album. He is also one of the few musicians I have met who expressed an 
interest in Irish dancing. I asked Aromin if he had ever experienced any prejudice 
because of his non-Irish appearance, despite his playing abilities: 
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I've never really been self-conscious or conscious of it. I think back when I first 
started playing, I was more aware of it ... but I don't know. There was a while 
when it just didn 't occur to me ... Maybe sometimes if I go somewhere and play 
with a new group of people that thought might come to mind, but more so [it's the 
concern that] I've never played with these people before. I wonder what they 're 
going to think. 
Aromin's ethnicity has never prevented him from participating in a session, rather, he 
defers to the social relationships engendered by belonging to a group. He recalled a single 
time when he was referred to by his ethnicity, but it was used as an identifier and not an 
exclusionary tool. While he was competing at a music festival in Ireland, he overheard 
two Irishmen in the bathroom remarking about the "Chinaman" who was playing fiddle. 
Aromin remarked that the term was not used in a derogatory way, but merely reflected 
the two men's ignorance about regional physical difference. What is most interesting 
about this event is that Aromin's ethnicity does not seem ever to have been addressed 
overtly in his presence. Instead, it was mentioned outside of the official competition 
setting, behind the closed door of a bathroom. 
To some extent, ethnicity in Irish music performance is a taboo topic because 
identifying ethnic difference with musical skill is perceived as racist. Discrimination 
against musicians who are not Irish fundamentally opposes the idea of the music session 
bringing players together. The taboo of ethnicity is reflected in another musician's 
admission and the fact that this musician requested anonymity. This musician links 
ethnicity with the ability to play meaningful music, as opposed to supposed 
"uncompelling" versions of Irish music performed by people who do not have Irish 
ethnicity. This is unrelated to musical skill, and instead touches on the notion of shared 
expenence. 
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I hear a lot of very uncompelling Irish music, to me. And in general, it 's being 
made by people who are not of Irish descent and do not have a cultural 
background in the music, but not always. I know plenty of Irish Americans who 
play uncompelling music. I'm not talking about being impressed by the music - it 
like blows my mind the amount of technical skill and the amount of tunes people 
know. It's just amazing to me [the] kids who are 18 years old who started playing 
Irish music just a couple years ago; I just can't believe how well they play. But a 
lot of the time it just says nothing to me, because for me, all this stuff is tied up 
with dancing and with this particular way of being around the music. I don 't 
mean to say that I necessarily embody any of these things in a perfect or really 
great way ... 
This musician's "way of being around the music" is very different from the experience of 
Aromin, who did not express concerns that the meaningfulness of his music was affected 
by his ethnic heritage, nor that his ethnic heritage influenced the meaningfulness of his 
music to listeners or other performers. 10 The anonymous musician later elaborated that 
ethnic identity itself was not the issue, but that the behaviors provoked by non-Irish 
ethnicity were causes of undesirable musical and social behavior: 
I think there's a tendency in a lot of people, especially in people not of Irish 
descent to overcompensate. You see sometimes people wear it kind of they wear 
as a badge that they spent a lot of time in Ireland that they've gone to particular 
sessions, kind of "in" references that people make, {such as] in their speech and 
in their ways of being ... like say[ing] things like an Irish person that had nothing 
to do with who they are as Americans, or who consciously use Irish products, but 
not just because they like them. 
Here, the focus shifts from the musical product to social interaction. Those without Irish 
ethnicity are blocked from ethnic access to the cultural activity and thus may compensate 
for that lack of shared cultural heritage by adopting cultural behaviors and making their 
experience with Irish culture known to those around them. Belonging is attempted 
10The production ofa meaningful performance refers to the meaning experienced by fellow performers and 
not necessarily outside listeners or audiences. Thus, the listeners referred to in these passages are also 
performers themselves, who absorb and respond to the performative energy produced by their fellow 
performers; the role of listener and producer is a constant overlapping dynamic, embodied in the 
participants. 
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through imitation, though clearly for some insiders, these attempts are ineffective or 
overstated in a way that seems unnatural. 
These accounts regarding the interaction of insider status and ethnic identity bring 
about a question of authenticity. Irish dance and Irish music are identified primarily by 
the label "Irish" and nationalist organizations, such as the Gaelic League and An 
Coimisiun, have worked very hard to establish the proper use of the label "Irish" in 
relation to "authentically" Irish activities (see Chapter 2 on Historical Contexts). In the 
Irish American context, the issue of ethnic authenticity is buried under passive aggressive 
exclusionary behaviors. In some contexts ethnic identity may overtly inhibit participation 
in music and dance performance. In my fieldwork experience and my personal dance 
experiences, participation has not been inhibited by ethnic identity. Nonetheless, as some 
of the informants indicated, whether or not ethnic heritage facilitates meaningful 
performative production, the layers of insider status are revealed: different categories of 
insider will influence and/or contribute to the group performance dynamic in different 
ways. 
While performance at the Brendan Behan does not seem to be inhibited by ethnic 
identity, League described his view that cultural connections can make performance 
experiences more effective, either through easier access to performance activities, or 
through the expressiveness of the music: 
I certainly do not believe that one cannot understand and appreciate and play 
Irish music if one has no Irish ancestry - that's ridiculous. But I do believe and I 
do think it's fairly obvious that if you do have some cultural background that it 's 
a lot easier to say something with the music that will resonate with people who 
are Irish or Irish American or whatever. 
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There is clear identification here of a connection that is shared via culture and not 
through performative skill or knowledge. Ethnicity and cultural background can serve as 
connections between performers or performers and audiences that enhance the 
performative experience. Irish identity is further reinforced by the continuity of 
performance space - sessions began in the twentieth-century in Irish pubs and pubs 
remain the primary location of sessions. In the United States, Irish pubs are marked as 
"Irish" through exemplars and symbols oflrish culture, such as Guinness beer, Irish food, 
a bartender with a brogue, the color green, and Irish music. According to Adam Wells, 
bartender at the Brendan Behan, some Irish pubs host sessions because they "maintain an 
air of authenticity of the Irish nature of the pub." He notes that while some pubs host 
sessions for the novelty of Irish authenticity, the Brendan Behan pub does so because it is 
part of the tradition of having sessions in Irish pubs. 
The Event Space 
Regula Qureshi describes a traditional performance space as "a socio-cultural 
institution with an established setting and procedure, supported by a shared conceptual 
framework and functioning within a particular socio-economic structure" (1987: 68-9). 
Irish music sessions are communal, but with strict rules about who can perform and what 
is performed. Sessions began with the development of pub culture in Ireland in the 1950s 
and therefore, are most frequently found in pubs. In this context, sessions are commonly 
referred to as "pub sessions." These sessions are public and entail the presence of non-
musician patrons of the pub. Music sessions in Boston also occur in homes or semi-
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public spaces, usually following an organized assemblage of Irish musicians such as a 
festival or concert. In these "house" sessions, those non-musicians present are usually 
associated with the musicians and likely attended the organized event - the session is 
not public. 
Pub culture is distinctive for being communal and welcoming: often complete 
strangers will engage in long and involved conversation. In almost all of my field 
experiences I have engaged with patrons in conversations that were not always initiated 
by me. These conversations were sometimes related to my fieldwork, sometimes less 
useful, but overall were reflective of the open social atmosphere of the pub. Similarly, 
sessions in pubs have an element of social openness, partly due to the public nature of the 
session, which makes the event susceptible to a variety of potential participants, 
sometimes unexpected. The rules governing participation are most salient in these 
situations because of the necessity to regulate unexpected participation. 
Pub sessions are also governed by an economic relationship between the pub 
(owner, bartender, etc.) and the musicians. The pub sessions in Boston are regular 
recurring events; the pubs ensure the occurrence of these events by paying two or three 
musicians to show up and perform, with the expectation that other musicians will follow. 
At the Brendan Behan pub, three musicians are paid to play each Saturday: Cara 
Frankowicz (fiddle), James Hamilton (flute), and John Coyne (bouzouki). According to 
Hamilton, he and Cara were the only two session leaders until they lobbied to have a 
third leader to guarantee backing to the melody instruments each week (the bouzouki 
provides harmonic and rhythmic support in tunes). The economic relationship between 
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the pub and the musicians also extends to those musicians who are not leaders. Musicians 
often receive a discount on beverages, which functions as a form of payment for the 
music played (e.g., the Brendan Behan provides free beer for those that play). This 
economic relationship carries the expectation that the musicians will play for an allotted 
time period, though there is rarely strict time keeping involved. Different economic terms 
among musicians also determine a participatory hierarchy: deference is given to the 
session leaders, who dictate the locus of power and when that power changes hands. 
Irish musicians do not refer to music sessions as "performances," rather they 
describe their participation in music sessions as "playing at sessions." The conscious 
choice to avoid the term "performance" is indicative of the goal of session musicians to 
play for the sake of the music and for themselves. For the sake of description, however, 
it is useful to describe music sessions as a particular type of performance. In Music as 
Social Life (2009), Tom Turino defined two kinds of music performance: participatory 
and presentational: 
Participatory performance is a special type of artistic practice in which there are 
no artist-audience distinctions, only participants and potential participants 
performing different roles, and the primary goal is to involve the maximum 
number of people in some performance role. Presentational performance, in 
contrast, refers to situations where one group of people, the artists, prepare and 
provide music for another group of people, the audience, who do not participate in 
making the music or dancing. (26; emphasis in original) 
Participatory performance is "more about the social relations being realized through the 
performance than about producing art that can somehow be abstracted from those social 
relations" (35). Music sessions, particularly those held in pubs, are both participatory and 
presentational. Under Turino's definition, Irish pub sessions are presentational because 
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there is a distinction between the session musicians and pub patrons (in a house session 
some audience members might be musicians who did not have their instruments). Also, 
there is value placed on producing music as quality art. Yet, at the same time, those 
participating in the music-making of music sessions are not preparing their music for an 
audience, but are playing music for themselves. Later Turino qualifies his definition: 
"[Participatory performance] is about the opportunity of connecting in special ways with 
others and experiencing flow" (35). In this way, Irish music sessions are participatory 
because the participants strive for cohesion. Given that musicians avoid using the term 
"performance" in the presentational sense, it is useful to think of sessions as a kind of 
participatory performance with elements of presentation. 
Musicians go to pub sessions for the social atmosphere, but also because it is an 
opportunity to play Irish music with others, guaranteed each week. Music sessions are 
played with the musicians in a circle, facing inward toward each other, creating an 
intimate environment. In pubs this creates a distinction between the musical space and the 
pub space: musicians do not target the patrons with their music, they target themselves. 
Patrons of the bar do not play a role in determining repertoire or style. In Irish traditional 
music, the experience of the performer is valued over the experience of an audience. The 
bar on the other hand has different goals for hosting music sessions - they hire session 
leaders to guarantee a session and attract patrons. Despite these different goals, the 
relationship between the bar and the musicians is symbiotic - the session does attract 
patrons to the bar, while the musicians enjoy playing the music without regard to an 
audience. 
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The number of patrons in the bar does determine the volume of the session, but 
that is usually because as the number of patrons increases, the ambient noise of the bar 
interferes with the musicians' abilities to hear one another. The musicians do not employ 
amplification beyond that of their acoustic instruments, and therefore as the noise of the 
bar increases, the more difficult it becomes to hear the music. Dan Accardi, fiddler and 
member of the Ivy Leaf, recalled a performance in which the acoustics of the venue 
prevented him and the other performers from hearing their music as they performed: "I'm 
playing Irish music so I'm not playing for them, but I can't enjoy the music." The 
Brendan Behan pub does not have a high capacity and the session is held in the early 
evening on a Saturday (5pm-8pm), which reduces the possibility of having too much 
ambient noise interference. 
The size of a session varies from a small group consisting of just the two session 
leaders to as many as twenty musicians. 11 James Hamilton, flautist and one of the 
Brendan Behan session leaders, described his ideal session as one composed of five 
musicians: three melody and two backing (chordal) instruments. He said that this size is 
large enough for variety and richness of sounds, but still intimate. In a separate interview, 
Liana Wolk, fiddler, expressed her preference for a similar size: "It just gets more diluted 
(the larger. the session]. Three people is a little small, but six is good." Wolk was 
responding to the presence of fifteen musicians at a session at the Brendan Behan, which 
she deemed too many: 
11 This research is based on fieldwork completed at the Brendan Behan Pub (Jamaica Plain, MA), the Druid 
Pub (Somerville, MA), and the Burren Pub (Cambridge, MA). There is a much larger session that occurs at 
the Green Briar in Brighton, MA; however, this session is large because it is often open to beginners. The 
session at the Green Briar is not considered in this study. 
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You know sometimes when you aren't gonna play tunes. When it's [big} like this 
the people in the center will {play the tune}, but everyone else {won't]. ... . The 
session is a complex thing. It's not just about the tune; it's about the social 
[aspects} and everything. When it's big you can't be a part of all that. 
Wolk notes that her experience as a musician is "diluted" if she cannot access the center 
of the performative act either socially or musically because a session is "too large." The 
extent to which musicians feel as if they belong to a session is directly related to their 
distance from the center of the circle - the farther away musicians must sit, the lower 
their participatory experience will be. 
The atmosphere of the pub itself also influences the perceived quality of a session. 
Most of the musicians that I interviewed rate the Brendan Behan pub session highly, 
though these same musicians also attend the session at the Brendan Behan pub regularly. 
Their regular attendance is indicative of the fact that they value the session - if a 
musician does not like a particular session, they will not play there. One musician 
describes the atmosphere of the Brendan Behan pub (known familiarly as just "the 
Behan") according to the kinds of people that patronize and work at the pub: 
The thing about the Behan is the space is just perfect ... [It} is just set up so well 
and they 're [the patrons J very respectful of the music and the tattooed hipster 
bartenders are so awesome. It's a great scene [with} a very communal vibe, and 
the lesbians come out after their softball game [bring} their bulldogs. Everyone's 
cool and its cool. 
Though the musicians do not play at pub sessions for the patrons or the bartenders, the 
presence non-participants is still valuable to the overall social experience of the pub and 
its music session. 
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The layout of the Brendan Behan Pub determines the location and spatial 
relationships of the musicians to other musicians as well as to bar patrons (see fig. 3 .1 ). 
The pub is long with the bar extending from the front end of the establishment to the 
back. From the perspective of one just entering the pub, the bar spans the length of the 
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FIGURE 3 .1: Diagram of session size at the Brendan 
Behan Pub 
left side wall and the sitting area 
spans the length of the right side 
wall. There is 4-5 feet of space 
between the bar and the sitting area. 
The sitting area has a combination of 
tables, booths, chairs and stools. At 
the front of the sitting area 
immediately next to the entrance, 
there is a square table flanked by 
two adjacent booths. The open ends of the table offer bench seating surrounded by a few 
stools. This first booth is where the musicians play during a pub session. They circle 
around the square table, with their gear stashed underneath or in a comer of the booth. 
This space is ideal for up to six musicians, because it is a defined area with a place to put 
beers. Though it is too small to accommodate more than six, this does not prevent more 
than six musicians from joining (see fig. 3.2). At sessions where the attendance is high, 
the circle expands to accommodate these musicians and sometimes arcs are added to the 
outside. The musicians' booth is open to the bar area on two sides, which allows it to 
FIGURE 3.2. Session at the Brendan Behan 
Pub 
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integrate with the open bar space. This also 
allows the session space to expand around a 
central node (the session leaders). 
A similar layout is found at the Druid 
(Inman Square, Somerville, MA); however, 
expansion occurs linearly (see fig. 3.3). The 
Druid is also long with the bar extending 
down the left wall (from the perspective of entering the pub) with seating down the 
length of the right side wall . The musicians also sit in a booth that is located immediately 
to the right of the entrance; 
Session 
Leaders _.....,;.;....-c~----... 
however, this booth is inset in 
a bay window adjacent to the 
entrance area of the pub. As a 
result, the playing area is 
sequestered from the main 
area of the pub, limiting the 
linear 
D exp~ns i on o f session Ba r 
amount of space available for FIGURE 3.3 : Diagram of session size at the Druid Pub 
musicians. The pub employees usually remove a table from this area to accommodate the 
number of musicians who attend. 
The difference in spatial layout of the two pubs is reflective of a difference in 
their respective sessions. Moloney describes different pub sessions in terms of "open" 
and "closed" systems (1992: 184). An open pub session would be categorized as 
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welcoming while a closed session would be categorized as exclusive. The degree to 
which a session is more open than another is not only determined by the physical event 
space, but also by the repertoire of tunes regularly played, as well as the social actions of 
the session musicians. The accessibility of a session influences the belonging and 
participation of musicians and dancers at sessions. 
Rules of Participation 
Session leaders determine the degree to which a session is open or closed through 
repertoire preferences. A specific session's repertoire - while extracted from the strict 
overarching repertoire of Irish traditional music - is determined by a balance between 
collective and individual knowledge. Individuals navigate this balance through awareness 
of their own knowledge and abilities and respect toward the other musicians. If a 
musician does not know a particular tune, then he or she will not play. If only one person 
knows a tune, it is possible that musicians will play solo, but unlikely. The most 
commonly played tunes are reels followed closely by double jigs (referred to usually just 
as "Jigs"). Reels are preferred by musicians because of their speed and rhythmic drive. 
Less often played are hop (or single) jigs, slip jigs, hornpipes and polkas. 
Repertoire and Instrumentation 
Irish traditional music has a composed repertoire - tunes are not improvised. 
Tunes, however, are interpreted and this interpretation is variable and defines individual 
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playing style. Anthropologist Adam R. Kaul (2009) calls a tune's melody its "setting," a 
term that emphasizes the importance of variation and interpretation: 
The collective spontaneity of all the musicians at the table results in an infinite 
amount of polyphonic variation within the conservative structure of the tune's 
setting. 
So any particular performance is much more than simply the aural manifestation 
of a musical score. What's more, this means that the scores published in tune-
books are not the same as the tune. During actual performances, tunes are 
spontaneous, creative, ever-becoming "ideas of music," instead of just collections 
of notes to be literally read from a page or figuratively read from a memory bank. 
(142) 
A similar distinction is made by musicologist Allan F. Moore regarding popular music. 
Moore describes the difference between "song" and "track" with "song" being defined as 
"the abstract identity which gives rise to a performance, and which can be realized in a 
large number of ways" (2009: 420). The "track" on the other hand is the interpretation of 
the song: "it is the track which provides meaning" (Ibid.). A tune's setting is analogous to 
Moore's "song" while the "tune" itself is analogous to Moore's "track." By listening, 
musicians learn how to interpret tunes in a way deemed appropriate by other session 
musicians. Repeatedly, in conversation with both musicians and dancers, emphasis is 
placed upon the performer's ability to listen to the tune and create a meaningful 
contribution based on that listening experience. 
Instrumentation at music sessions is limited to specific instruments, though the 
instrumentation for Irish traditional music has undergone various stages of borrowing 
from other cultures. In a recent article, ethnomusicologist Yang Mu (2012) analyzes the 
influence of globalism on local performance products in a Chinese village as resulting in 
glocalization - which he defines using Roland Robertson's description: " 'glocalization' 
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means the simultaneity - the co-presence - of both universalizing and particularizing 
tendencies" (1997:221 ). Yang determines that ultimately, global influences do not 
produce globalized activity within a local performance system, but rather, result in 
glocalism - or syncretism of performative practice. This trend is particularly salient in 
Irish traditional music instrumentation. During its revival in the mid-twentieth century, 
performers adopted instruments from non-Irish cultures, primarily because of the musical 
contribution made by performers of these new instruments. The bouzouki, for example, is 
commonly found in Irish traditional music today, but was adopted from Greek music 
practice by Johnny Moynihan in the mid-1960s (after being adopted by the Greeks from 
Turkey). Moynihan performed with several Irish traditional groups that influenced the 
development of Irish traditional music in the twentieth-century and popularized the music 
tradition, most notably with the band Planxty (Vallely 1999). Moynihan, like others, was 
able to successfully integrate an outside instrument into Irish traditional music, to the 
extent that the bouzouki today is no longer recognized as foreign to the tradition. 
Acceptable instruments at an Irish music session include (but are not necessarily 
limited to) the fiddle, wooden flute (the silver flute is uncommon but not unwelcome), 
uillean pipes, tin whistle, bouzouki, mandolin, guitar, concertina, button accordion, and 
the bodhran (though the participation of bodhran players is highly stigmatized). These 
instruments are categorized in three ways: melody (fiddle, flute, pipes, whistle, button 
accordion, concertina), backing or chordal accompaniment (bouzouki, mandolin, guitar), 
and percussion (bodhran). Accompaniment instruments provide rhythmic support in 
addition to harmonic support for the melody instruments. Instruments not considered part 
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of the tradition are not welcome, though, as occurred in the mid-1960s, there are 
exceptions made for musicians who introduce new or unusual instrumentation if they 
demonstrate great knowledge of and facility in Irish music repertoire and style. For 
example, a harmonica player from Spain recently visited Boston for a few months and 
played Irish music. He learned the local repertoire and frequented sessions, where he was 
welcomed. More commonly, however, musicians who arrive at a session with a non-
conventional instrument are usually ignorant of the structure of a music session and 
rarely know the tunes. 
Early on in my fieldwork (at the Brendan Behan) there was a cellist present at one 
of the sessions. Since I was still learning the rules, I was unaware that cellos were not 
welcome instruments. I listened to the session from the bar and could not detect the 
cellist's musical contribution at all, let alone any detracting influence. The session that 
day was larger than others (with 12 musicians) and so not all of the musicians were fully 
part of the main performing circle: some were in a secondary arc hugging the outside of 
the main circle. The cellist was situated in this secondary arc. 
After the session ended and the cellist left, I was surprised to hear the other 
musicians scoffing at his presence and expressing their bewilderment that he came and 
played. I was quickly informed that the cello was not part of the Irish traditional music 
instrumentation, and that this cellist was not playing the tunes. Instead, the cellist was 
"chopping" - a stringed instrument technique used for percussive effect with little 
consideration of melody. The cellist's spatial relationship to the other session players was 
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purposeful (on the outside of the main circle 12) and the session players did not socialize 
with the cellist. In an interview about two months after this incident, Aromin (AA) 
recalled this event, elaborating on his own personal conflict regarding the identity of the 
cellist: 
AA: It was tough because I knew him, but at the same time I was really self-
conscious that he was there and [I thought} "obviously this is not going to end 
well, but also we know each other, so I don't know what's going to happen!" It 
was a weird position. If we didn't know each other, then depending on where I 
was sitting - like if I was in the same spot [as I was when the cellist came]-
maybe I might not really say anything. Usually, if someone is going to say 
something, it's going to be, "hey, this isn't really the place. 
SJ: So, would someone say something? 
AA: Yea, definitely. Especially if people don't inform themselves beforehand 
and think that it 's okay to just come in and jam, then somebody will probably tell 
them what's going down. Sometimes people will be nice about it. Usually in like 
more beginner and intermediate sessions, it tends to be generally okay. But I think 
with advanced sessions, especially for the older musicians in Boston - people 
who aren 't professional musicians- the only time they get to play Irish music is 
on this particular night with their friends. I think the last thing they want is to 
have somebody who doesn't know better to come in and sort of ruin that. 
The presence of a non-traditional instrument at an Irish music session is not welcome 
because of the established constructs of what Irish music "is" as well as to preserve the 
experience for those that play Irish music as a part of their regular lives (professionally, 
weekly, etc.). The responsibility of knowing the rules is on the individual, and not for 
other session members to impart. The extent to which an "outside" instrumentalist is 
welcome also depends on the nature of the session itself and its general skill level 
12 A player's placement on the outside of the main circle does not automatically identify that player as an 
outsider. As mentioned earlier, a secondary arc is necessary for larger sessions. In this case, other 
musicians who were sitting in the secondary arc were not outsiders. Thus, the secondary arc is a middle 
ground, occupying both the space of being outside for some members and inside for others. 
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requirement as indicated by the use of terms such as "beginner," "intermediate," and 
"advanced." 
The bodhran is an Irish traditional instrument but it is treated differently in Irish 
music sessions compared to other instruments. Musicians in Boston generalize their 
opinions of the bodhran, usually beginning with the argument that playing the bodhran 
involves carrying the "baggage" of playing an instrument with a poor reputation. 
Bodhran players are stereotyped as being ignorant of tune repertoire and performance 
styles and thus are viewed as disruptions to the musical experience of other session 
musicians. When I ask musicians about the bodhran I am usually met with rolling eyes. 
Hamilton and League (who is an experienced bodhran player himself) attributed this 
stigma to a facade of accessibility. The bodhran is an economical instrument; it is less 
expensive than most other Irish traditional instruments (except for the tin whistle). As a 
percussion instrument, it also bears the fa9ade of being easy to learn and play. It is an 
access point to Irish music because of this supposed ease of play, yet socially and 
musically it does not provide access to music sessions for those bodhran players who 
treat it as an easy access point. League describes his experience with other bodhran 
players: 
It's very hard to play Irish music on the bodhran, but because it 's inexpensive and 
it looks easy a lot of people will get [it] and will learn how to do a couple things 
and will go to [a] session. It 's really easy to really ruin the experience for other 
people, so you have to be either very clueless or very bold or established to play 
the bodhran in a session. 
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Most of the aversion to the participation of bodhran players in sessions stems from the 
quality of the musical product, which results from the presence of inexperienced bodhran 
players. Aromin stereotypes bodhran players by their musical contribution: 
You can tell when someone is playing [the bodhran] and not somebody just 
randomly coming in and doing their own random rhythm hoping that it 
works ... They don't really do much listening. You can tell they 're just off in their 
own world, doing their own thing - their own cool rhythm that they thought 
would be awesome. 
The tune and the interpretation of that tune' s setting dominate the experience of the 
session for participants. A musician should listen first and then play a tune, regardless of 
their textural contribution (melody, harmony, rhythm). The bodhran is particularly 
susceptible to the sin of not "playing the tune" because the bodhran is technologically 
incapable of playing a melody - unlike harmony instruments like the bouzouki or guitar. 
Also, the bodhran, being percussive, does not blend with other instruments - it has a 
distinct timbre; therefore, it is hard to hide errors or mistakes or to easily be absorbed into 
the texture and timbre of a session. A beginning bodhran player is faced then with social 
obstacles as well as musical obstacles that differ from those experienced by other session 
mus1c1ans. 
Visitors 
The presence of outsiders in a pub session has been described by many informants 
as having the potential to negatively affect the experience of the regularly attending 
musicians. In this way, a power hierarchy is established between those that attend a 
session often and those that visit sessions. The types of participants in a session, however, 
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cannot be relegated to this simple dichotomy of "regulars" and "visitors." Instead, there 
are varying degrees of participants that include constants (usually the session leaders), 
regulars (those that come almost every week), and a variety of visitor types: known 
visitors, unknown visitors, and newcomers. Known visitors are those who have some 
connection to the Boston traditional music scene often through networking with other 
musicians. Unknown visitors are musicians who the other session members do not know 
or have not heard about. Newcomers may be unknown, or may simply have never been to 
a session though they may know the other session musicians otherwise. Unknown visitors 
and newcomers have the highest potential for not belonging in a session because they are 
the most extreme kind of outsider and must make the most adaptations to assimilate to a 
session. A visitor (or outsider) who respects the authority of the members and the 
practices of a session does not experience problems assimilating to a session. Those that 
do not show this respect are not assimilated and may be shunned, ignored, or asked to 
leave. 
Visitors in sessions (who fulfill the requirements of playing an Irish traditional 
music instrument and know at least some tune repertoire) participate in a ritualized, 
though informal, practice upon entry. Liana calls this a practice of "Musical Offering" in 
which the session leader offers the sound space to the visitor for the visitor to offer their 
own tune to the session. The session leader initiates the ritual early on in the session as a 
way of acknowledging the presence of the newcomer and welcoming them to the session. 
The visitor is then expected to contribute a tune. A visitor who is not educated in the 
expectations of music sessions would be identified early on by their inability to perform 
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tunes with the rest of the musicians and would not be asked to contribute a tune offering. 
It is considered rude if a session leader does not acknowledge an educated visitor by not 
requesting a musical offering, partially because a lack of recognition places that visitor in 
the category of uneducated outsider. 
Irish music learners are expected to abide by certain etiquette when attending 
sessions. Sessions are not the place to learn tunes, and therefore, if a musician does not 
know enough tunes, it is preferred that they not attempt to learn tunes while the other 
musicians play. Instead, learners are respected if they acknowledge their limitations and 
take the time to listen to the session. A learner who returns to a session with a sound 
recorder is considered to be doing the right thing, because it signals to the regular 
musicians that this learner is taking the time to listen to the recordings and learn the 
repertoire of that session. While the repertoire varies from each individual session event, 
there is a common repertoire within a particular session series. For example, the Brendan 
Behan sessions draw on a repertoire of tunes commonly played at the Brendan Behan 
session events. 13 The amount of repertoire repeated from session event to session event 
varies and depends on the makeup of the participants. 
Sometimes, access to a pub session is restricted by the prominence or skill of a 
session leader. When entering an unfamiliar pub session a musician navigates the space 
of social hierarchies. Sometimes, a musician will wait until invited by another session 
13 In some ways, saying that the repertoire for each session is based on the repertoire of the series can be a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. Nonetheless, the session events occur in time, and therefore past repertoire 
determines the current repertoire played. There are opportunities for new tunes to be incorporated, but the 
extent to which these tunes enter the "repertoire" of a session depends on whether the tunes get played 
again at a later session. The construction of session repertoire becomes a prime example of Pierre 
Bourdieu's Practice Theory, in which our "habitus" or "way of being" determines our behaviors which then 
contribute to the "habitus." 
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musician before attending. Aromin described the experience of attending his very first 
pub session: 
I had known about sessions ... but had never gone out to them because I was afraid 
of leaving my comfort zone ... ! went to my first session because I had met this guy 
[a fellow fiddler] at a house concert. He knew that I was in the area and he just 
invited me to go once, so I thought, "Oh, I have an in - an invitation - so it's 
okay for me to go. 
Aromin later described how having of an "in" for sessions with particularly reputable 
session leaders may make attending those sessions more comfortable, particularly 
because of the presence of a friend. Through both professional and social relationships, 
then, musicians are able to gain access to different pub sessions. 
Dancing in Sessions 
Dance at sessions is rare, primarily because of the history of the music session 
and its origination as an outlet for music that was not meant for dancing (see Chapter 2). 
Dancing has the potential to shift the focus of the session from producing meaningful 
music to providing accompaniment for the dancers, which would most likely be frowned 
upon by the session musicians for detracting from the purpose of the session: to play 
music for music's sake. Irish dancing is also most often categorized as presentational 
performance and therefore also has the potential to shift a music session from being 
participatory to being presentational. Dancing in sessions is also uncommon for two other 
reasons: space and percussive influence (in solo dancing). While it is not common to 
have a dancer at a session in Boston, the Irish music scene and the performers in Boston 
have begun a new trend, where dancing at sessions may be welcomed as a meaningful 
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contribution to the session experience. 14 This trend is part of a larger current movement 
to re-unify of music and dance in various contexts, aspects of which are supported by the 
revival of sean nos dancing. There are some performers in Boston who make conscious 
attempts to bring dance and music together, either formally through organized instruction 
or informally through spontaneous social interactions. 
Irish dancers often dance because of a connection to Irish heritage or culture, 
either through genealogy or geographic location (proximity to a predominantly Irish 
American community). Irish dance is manifested in four main genres, the most popular 
and well-known of which is Irish traditional step dancing, a solo genre. Traditional step 
dancing is primarily practiced competitively and by adolescent girls both in Ireland and 
in the United States. The Irish Dancing Commission regulated the traditional step 
dancing practice and dictates technique as well as presentation (e.g., costuming). The 
second genre of Irish dance supported by the Irish Dancing Commission is called ceili 
dancing, which is the social dancing analog to traditional step dancing. Because it is in 
the style of competitive traditional step dance, its primary participants are competitive 
dancers. Adult participation in Irish traditional step dance and ceili dancing (besides 
dance teachers) is infrequent, specifically due to the emphasis placed on competition and 
the subsequent value placed on youthful, athletic bodies. Therefore, adult Irish dancers 
usually participate in the social dance genre of set dancing, which is not supported by the 
14 The start of this trend to combine Irish music and dance in pub sessions cannot be necessarily traced to 
one particular person or influence; however, the activity itself is very much a result of the individuals who 
participate in the Irish music and dance scene in Boston. These participants include dancers who wish to 
dance to live music, dancers who have an interest in learning to play lrisb music, musicians who have an 
interest in playing for dancers, and musicians who have an interest in learning to dance. 
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Irish Dancing Commission, but is supported through branches of Comhaltas Ceolt6iri 
Eireann, an organization that primarily promotes Irish traditional music. The fourth genre 
of Irish dance is the solo genre sean nos (old style) dance, which is currently 
experiencing revivals in Ireland and the United States, though the revival in the U.S. is 
significantly smaller. 
My teacher, Kieran Jordan, has taught in Boston for ten years. She teaches adult 
non-competitive traditional step dance classes at her studio Boston Percussive Dance in 
Cambridge, MA. She also offers instruction in sean nos dance through weekly classes 
and monthly workshops. The dancers in Boston who I have witness dancing in music 
sessions are students of Jordan's (myself included) and thus the style of dance presented 
in Boston sessions is influenced by Jordan's style of dance. Two of her students, Siobhan 
Butler and Jackie O'Riley, feature prominently in my research because they are active 
performers at Boston sessions. Siobhan Butler has fifteen years of dance experience with 
an accomplished background in competitive traditional step dancing. She started learning 
sean nos from Jordan in 2010. I too have a background in competitive traditional step 
dance, though my experience is less extensive than Butler's - I danced competitively for 
only three years. Jackie O'Riley comes from a different dancing background as she did 
not begin in her youth as a competitive step dancer, but began dancing when she was 
eighteen as a set dancer in the Greater Boston Area. She sought out venues in which to 
learn Irish dance and found Jordan, with whom she now regularly performs both 
traditional step dancing, sean nos dancing, and choreographed performances. 
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Most sessions occur in pubs, where there is limited space for musicians, let alone 
dancers. Dancers require a certain amount of space depending on the genre of dance. 
There is often more space in house sessions, but because those are closed events, if the 
group of musicians does not invite a dancer, then it is unlikely that dancing will occur. 
When dancing does occur at sessions, it is primarily solo dancing. Social dancing is 
uncommon at sessions because it requires a large amount of space to execute. Set dancing 
is also organized as its own social event, usually occurring regularly at a designated 
location. 
The first time I witnessed set dancing at a session was following a multi-modal 
event at Boston Percussive Dance studio in Cambridge, MA. The studio hosted Michael 
Tubridy - flautist, founding member of the Chieftains, and (in his later years) dancer. 
He performs an older version of non-competitive traditional step dance. The event 
FIGURE 3.4. Music session led by Michael Tubridy and set 
dancing at Boston Percussive Dance Studios ( 16 October 
2011); photo by Kristeen Anderson 
included a dance workshop 
followed by a concert/lecture. A 
session followed the event as 
many attendees were mus1c1ans 
and brought their instruments with 
the intention of playing. The 
uniqueness of the space allowed 
for both a large session to occur as 
well as for eight couples to set dance (see fig. 3.4). The set dancing that occurred at 
Boston Percussive Dance studio was spontaneous and therefore the music and dance did 
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not always line up: the dancers sometimes ended before the musicians and the musicians 
sometimes ended before the dancers. In set dancing, musicians play for dancers as 
accompaniment, which counters the point of music sessions. I am ultimately interested in 
how solo dancing in sessions contributes to and influences the musical product of 
sessions. By contrast, social dancing is generally not concerned with contributing to the 
music. Therefore, while I have witnessed social dancing at sessions on very special 
occasions, these events lie outside of my realm of inquiry. 
When considering the effects of combining solo dancing with music sessions, two 
important considerations arise: social/participatory behaviors (of both dancers and 
musicians), and dance genre. 
Participatory Behavior 
The social relationships that dictate musician participation also dictate the 
participation and access of dancers. Butler is a young dancer and often performs with this 
particular Boston community of musicians, in addition to socializing with them in non-
performance contexts. 15 She expressed, however, feeling like an outsider at the Brendan 
Behan Pub session early on in her associations with the community. 
I was friends with everybody, but not really close - we wouldn't hang out. So, my 
first year was kind of awkward coming to the sessions, because I would be kind of 
part of the group, but not ... It's definitely easier when you know the people. That's 
how I decide what [session} I'm going to. I only go to the Behan and the Druid, 
[but] I would be up for going to other ones. It's still fun, because I love the music 
[and] I love dancing to it, but it 's definitely more fun when you 're making that 
connection with.friends and people that you really get along with. 
15Butler currently lives and performs in New York, though she maintains ties to the Boston community. 
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Like Aromin's entry to a new music session, Butler felt that her social position within the 
Boston traditional Irish music scene influenced her ability, or rather the degree to which 
she felt comfortable, to participate in music sessions. 
O'Riley, on the other hand, felt that non-performance related social standing was 
not as important as other factors like skill and modesty when gaining access to a pub 
sess10n. 
I suppose in some situations (out of town, or some strange gig, or strange place) 
there are occasions where you 're like, "Is it okay that I'm dancing? I don't know 
these people; maybe they didn't expect this. " But I think generally, if you get up 
and you 're respectful, and you 're on time with the music, and you 're genuine 
about it that musicians generally respond well and appreciate what you 're doing. 
O'Riley uses the word "genuine" to describe her ability to belong to a session without 
having a previous social position in the session. This juxtaposed against her more 
concrete descriptions of belonging: respecting the rules of the session and being in time 
with the music, make evident various facets of a meaningful contribution. To be 
"genuine" as a performer in a session requires that the performer listen to the tune (as 
described previously in this chapter) and contribute a performative product that fits with 
that tune (informed by familiarity with tunes prior to the session and conscious listening 
during the session). 16 
Unlike musicians, dancers do not perform for the entirety of a session because it 
is physically impossible. Irish dance is anaerobic - it is cardio exercise that occurs in 
brief spurts of energy alternated by periods of rest. The physical limitations of Irish dance 
16 In a later correspondence, O'Riley noted that her confidence in participating at music sessions has 
increased after hearing from musicians that they enjoy playing with sean n6s dancers. The knowledge that 
musicians reciprocate the enjoyment that she feels when performing to live music is motivation to continue 
dancing in music sessions. 
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create another distinction of belonging within a music session: when a dancer is not 
performing, she is not a participant of the session. 17 This pattern of oscillation between 
dancing and resting contrasts with the way musicians oscillate between performing and 
non-performing: if a musician does not know a tune, they will not play, but they are still 
participants. The difference in the case of non-activity is determined by the physical 
location of the actors in the session. Musicians sit to perform, and therefore, when they 
do not play, they continue to sit among the group. Dancers, though, stand to perform, and 
if there is an open seat among the session musicians, a dancer will likely sit with them; 
however, ifthere are many musicians, there may not be a free seat for a dancer during her 
periods of rest. Butler described her feelings about belonging in terms of othering: "When 
you're not dancing you still don't really feel a part of that circle in the comer playing the 
music. You're still like an outside source." Whether intentional or inadvertent, the 
musicians' circle becomes an exclusionary tool, not just for non-performers, but also for 
performers who are not conventional - such as dancers. 
Butler frequently went to music sessions with her mother, who also has 
experience in Irish step dancing. O'Riley describes the presence of another dancer, or 
even simply an accompanying friend as a solution to the awkward feelings a dancer may 
have during her periods of rest in a session: 
Particularly early on it was hard to show up to sessions alone because there's 
that thing when everyone else is playing and you 're just standing there twiddling 
your thumbs. It can feel awkward. At this point I've spent a lot of time socially 
17Throughout my thesis I refer to dancers with the third person singular pronoun "she" or possessive "her." 
My choice to use a feminine pronoun stems from the fact that the dancers participating in this phenomenon 
in Boston are primarily female. There are many male dancers, particularly in the genre of sean nos dancing; 
however, for the purposes of this work, the feminine pronoun serves its purpose of representing those 
female dancers in Boston. 
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with the local musicians so it's not so bad anymore. It's nice to go with someone, 
with another dancer. It 's nice to trade steps with a dancer, but it's [also] nice to 
have someone to chat with while you 're [not dancing]. 
O'Riley acknowledges the social and performative benefits of attending sessions with 
another dancer. Her remark about trading steps also highlights an important aspect of 
transmission in the sean n6s genre of dance. Unlike competitive traditional step dance, 
which is transmitted primarily through organized group classes, sean n6s dance has a 
tradition of one-to-one transmission. A dancer will learn particular steps through private 
instruction, by observing and imitating other dancers, and by trading steps with fellow 
dancers. 
The spatial situation of dancers is also dictated by the size of the session itself. If 
a session is very large, then there will likely be no open space for a dancer to sit, and 
there will also be less floor space for the dancer to dance. The larger the session, the more 
the dancer will be separated from the core musicians, just as the musicians on the 
outlying arcs of the session may also be less integrated (as previously discussed). As 
O'Riley notes, "It is kind of weird, the one dancer with twenty musicians." A smaller 
session allows for more intimacy between the dancer and musicians because the dancer 
can be closer to the musicians. Smaller sessions also allow for more opportunity for 
creative interaction between the dancer and the musicians. In a large space, like Boston 
Percussive Dance studios, there is room for a large session and dancer participation (see 
fig. 3.5) 
Based on the layout of 
the performance space, dancers 
may have options for their 
performance location during a 
music sess10n. A dancer's 
location can be described m 
terms of a spectrum with two 
nodes that indicate location in 
FIGURE 3.5. Jackie O'Riley dancing with a music session led 
by Michael Tubridy at Boston Percussive Dance studios (16 
October 2011); photo by Kristeen Anderson 
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relationship to the musicians: part of the musicians' circle, or separate from the musicians' 
circle. The farther the dancer is from the musicians, the less likely there will be 
interaction between the two modalities - and thus, the farther away a dancer is from the 
musicians, the more likely the dancer will accompany the session rather than belong to 
the session. At one session at the Brendan Behan, Butler danced with the music session, 
which was medium-sized with eight musicians. All of the seats within the circle were 
taken. The pub was also unusually crowded, which limited the space that Butler used to 
dance and also forced the musicians to play louder to hear themselves over the crowd. 
Butler danced between the musicians circle and the bar, carving out a circular space 
among the patrons. She was not part of the circle, but she remained close to it and faced 
the musicians during most of her dancing. Her position can be described as lying on the 
spectrum closest to the node of belonging to the musicians ' circle. 
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Genre 
Between the two styles of solo Irish dancing, sean nos dancing is preferred by 
those dancers in Boston when performing in music sessions. This has been described as a 
result of these dancers' desire to perform with live music and perform in a social context, 
which is facilitated by the fact that a key feature of sean nos dance is its intimate 
relationship with music. The genre also lends itself to dance at music sessions because of 
space limitations (both planar and vertical) and musical considerations, such as tempo 
and percussive contributions. 
Irish traditional step dancing requires a generous amount of space to 
accommodate the leaps, kicks and jumps characteristic of the style. Sean nos dance, 
however, is danced in a very small amount of space, is low to the ground, and is a low-
impact physical activity. It is often recalled in histories of dance that dancers were valued 
if they could "dance on the head of a pin." This ability to dance within a small space 
distinguishes sean nos dance from traditional step dancing. It is more feasible to dance in 
the sean nos style at music sessions because of the limited amount of space allotted to 
musicians (not to mention the space constraints created by the presence of pub patrons). 
Notably, however, sean nos dance has only recently experienced a revival and 
therefore, it is not unheard of for a dancer to dance traditional steps at a session. Butler 
recalled her early experiences dancing in public spaces, reiterating her desire to dance 
with live music, but noting her repertoire at the time allowed her to perform only 
traditional steps: "I've always loved dancing to live music and because I had only known 
step dance for pretty much my whole dance career that was all I was really able to do. It 
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was probably a little lower impact because of the lack of space." The performance of 
traditional step dance at sessions has also been confirmed by Jordan, who makes the point 
that most dancers are trained in traditional step dance and not sean nos dance, and 
therefore would know no other way of dancing at a session. One visiting musician at a 
session informed me that a session he regularly attends in the Midwest frequently has 
traditional step dancers, though he made the caveat that the musicians often became 
accompaniment for these dancers. 
When dancing sean nos, a dancer has great flexibility in her movements. She can 
move her hips and arms (not something allowed in traditional step dancing) and can 
move about the floor as little or as much as she would like. The contained choreography 
of the dance allows it to be danced on a very small planar area, less than two square feet. 
The dancer' s body is grounded and not meant to lift up like traditional step dancing; 
therefore, it is easier and usually more percussively effective for the dancer' s foot 
placement to remain close to her center of gravity. In terms of vertical space, it is more 
percussively effective for a dancer's feet to remain close to the floor: the dancer's feet do 
not often rise higher than the ankle . This differs greatly from traditional step dancing, 
which is noted for leaps and jumps and overall height and erect posture. 
Sean nos dance movements are compact partially because the style is danced to 
fast music. The style is conventionally (and traditionally) danced to reels, which are often 
played the fastest of all Irish tune types . Tempo conventions in traditional step dancing 
are slower than what musicians tend to prefer to play and therefore, many steps that 
dancers know are impossible to dance at certain speeds. Sean nos dance is an opportunity 
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for dancers to perform with mus1c1ans at speeds deemed appropriate by musicians 
(negotiations of tempo will be elaborated in the following chapter). In this way, dancers 
defer to musicians' preferences to participate in sessions. 
The musician's perspective on dancers "playing" at pub sess10ns vanes from 
indifferent to positive, and in part, depends on the skill and knowledge of the dancer. The 
dancer is expected to know the formal and rhythmic structures of the tunes as well as be 
"solid" as League describes; in other words, a dancer must have the repertoire, skill, and 
creativity to contribute meaningfully to the music. As Aromin describes, "It's really just 
up to the dancer to really know where it's okay and not okay to insert themselves into the 
set [of tunes]. I think Siobhan usually waits until the second or third [tune] out of a set of 
tunes to start dancing so she ends with us. It adds a nice layer." The notion of "listening" 
in sessions applies not only to musicians, but also to dancers. Dancers are expected to 
listen to the tunes during the session when they are not dancing as well as when they are 
preparing to dance. 
The improvisatory nature of sean n6s compels the dancer to compose her dance as 
she performs and listens, tailoring the dance to the tune. Traditional step dancing is 
primarily composed of choreography that lasts sixteen bars (eight bars repeated with each 
foot leading, left and right) and therefore is not distinctive to the music being played. In 
the sean n6s style, this element of performing dance based on a tune "setting" aligns 
dancers with the musicians and their goals of communal interpretation. Like the bodhran, 
however, sean n6s dance is percussive and thus carries an element of stigma. Just as an 
unskilled bodhran player can negatively affect a session, so can the uninformed 
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contribution of a percussive dancer. The dancers in Boston are attending sessions with 
similar goals as the musicians: to perform meaningfully and socially. Also, the 
unconventional nature of performing dance at sessions requires a dancer to intentionally 
participate in a session. Therefore, she will have educated herself on musical and 
behavioral expectations and the potential for her to contribute "uncompelling" dance to a 
session is minimized. 
Another aspect of musician opinion toward dancing in sessions is concern about 
shifting a session from being a participatory performance to being a presentational 
performance. For most of the musicians I have spoken to, this shift is undesirable; 
although for some musicians, like the visiting fiddler from Michigan, the shift from 
participatory to presentational was overshadowed by the a desire to play music. Sean nos 
dance in particular walks the line between participatory and presentational performance 
because it is both an aural and visual dance form: "For the percussive dancer, it is not 
only about how one sounds, it is also about how one looks, feels , and performs in the 
performance arena" (Foley 2009: 54; emphasis in original). The visual component in 
addition to the music influences a sean nos dancer's choice of dance step not only for the 
sound results of the visual choice or the dancer's own desire for movement variety, but 
also for the presentational aspects of the dance. 
Conclusion 
The social stipulations of belonging in Irish music sessions are ultimately in place 
to prepare music sessions as event spaces in which performers can achieve a pleasurable 
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social experience, or a "good" session. The session experience is not only dependent 
upon social rules of participation, but also on the musical experience. Just as skill and 
knowledge of repertoire play a role in social hierarchies, these aspects also influence the 
quality of the music created in sessions. Exclusivity in music sessions is meant to 
preserve the expected quality of a particular session and reduce the likelihood of negative 
outsider impact. Because of the rarity of dancer presence at music sessions as well as the 
convention of using music as accompaniment for dance, truly collaborative performances 
between musicians and dancers in these settings is infrequent. Infrequency, however, 
makes those collaborative performances valued experiences by both musicians and 
dancers. 
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CHAPTER4: 
GROOVE IN IRISH TRADITIONAL MUSIC AND DANCE 
It's the last set of tunes that the musicians will play and the dancers, Siobhan and 
O'Riley, are poised to join in with the second tune. Piper Joey Abarta exclaims, "Hup!" 
and the tune changes. The dancers begin to dance amid whoops and hollers. The 
musicians have been beating the time with their feet and the percussive dance re-iterates 
this pulse. Joey, Aromin, Dan, and accordionist Asher Perkins play the melody with vigor 
as Lindsay Straw fills in harmonic and rhythmic space with her bouzouki strums. The 
dancers' rhythmic variations almost evaporate amid the strong downbeat, emerging 
through the sound fleetingly and in rapid spurts. The tune changes again and the dancers 
continue, l-2-3+a4, 1-2-3+a4 ... The first time through their rhythms fill in the sound; 
someone cheers "Two more," but they don't stop after those two repeats. The audience 
calls for "one more" and there is more dancing, music, whoops and cheers, until the set 
ends and everyone stops together just as they played together. The room winds down 
with applause. 
At this particular Boston session, the musicians, the dancers and the audience all 
experienced groove - a phenomenon not conventionally associated with folk music 
traditions. In Irish traditional music, this phenomenon is termed "lift." When a music 
session achieves "lift," the sound raises up the spirits of the musicians to produce a social 
high. Stephen Feld' s work with the Kaluli of Papa New Guinea (1988) involved a similar 
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groove metaphor: "lift-up-over sounding," which he describes as a "spatial-acoustic 
metaphor, a visual image set in sonic form and a sonic form set in visual imagery." Feld 
describes the "lift-up-over sound" metaphor using personal descriptions of his cognitive 
and emotional feeling, a model that I will also use to describe the phenomenon of "lift" in 
Irish music. In my experience, "lift" is: 
floating melody above a pulse, 
oscillating motion between downward and upward physicality, 
effortless adherence to meter, driving synchronicity. 
"Groove," according to Feld, is the "crystallization of collaborative expectancies in time" 
(1988:74). In Irish traditional music, these collaborative expectancies are determined by 
literally "being in time" and meaningfully "playing the tune." Experiencing groove at 
music sessions is dependent on musical communication between performers through 
tempo, rhythm, melody, and texture. In the following pages, I will discuss the role of the 
percussive dancer in contributing to the experience of groove by considering tempo, 
rhythm and timbre of percussive footwork, and improvisation. 
Tempo 
Tempo conventions and preferences, or colloquially "playing in time," influence 
all other aspects of the musical sound produced and determine the success of music or 
dance performances. Failure to perform in time with "the music," or more accurately with 
the other performers, will disable a performer' s ability to meaningfully participate, which 
ultimately results in a disjointed and disorganized musical experience. Ciaran Carson 
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elaborates on the fundamental nature of "being in time" by associating it with "being in 
tune": "When you hit the beat, and get into it, you somehow tune automatically. You 
arrive at some instinctual, right-side-of-the-brain agreement with the other players, and 
you're then 'in tune"' (1996: 115). The instinctual and automatic nature of "being in 
tune" is a result of social interactions: perception and action. This experience has also 
been termed "resonance" by Ecological Psychologist Eric Clarke: perception is "a self-
tuning process, in which the pick-up of environmental information is intrinsically 
reinforcing, so that the system self-adjusts so as to optimize its resonance with the 
environment" (2005: 19). In Irish traditional music, this resonance is optimized when 
temporal synchronicity is achieved between musicians. When dancers participate in 
music sessions, synchronization occurs between these different modalities. 
Achieving a "groove" state is not guaranteed in all instances of Irish dance and 
music - in fact, when Irish dance and music are most often found together, it is 
extremely unlikely that the state of "lift" or groove will occur for all performing parties. 
This is because the most common venue in which Irish dancing occurs with live music is 
dance competitions, in which a musician provides continuous accompaniment for streams 
of dancers. As described in Chapter 2, Irish traditional music and Irish traditional dance 
are primarily practiced as separate artistic ventures, a disjuncture that involved the 
development of independent performance practices, expectations, and musical 
preferences, though the repertoire of music has remained the same: the bulk of Irish 
traditional instrumental music is comprised of dance tunes. The most notable difference 
between performance style between Irish traditional music and Irish traditional step 
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dancing is tempo. Irish traditional step dancers perform at much slower tempos than that 
preferred by Irish traditional musicians. 
Dance tempos for Irish dance are determined by the Irish Dancing Commission 
and its regional affiliates like the North American Feis Commission. Since the majority 
of Irish dancers have been trained through the competitive schools supported by these 
institutions, their dancing experience has developed around the preference for these 
competition tempos. The handbook of the Irish Dancing Commission does not provide 
any specific determinations of tempo - the handbook is used primarily as a repertoire 
source for the figure dances supported by the Irish Dancing Commission. Nonetheless, 
the opening passage of the handbook qualitatively describes tempo expectations. Cormac 
Mac Fionnlaoic wrote this passage "Irish Dance Music" in 1939, and it has remained in 
the handbook ever since, surviving multiple new printed and electronic editions (the most 
recent is from 2003). The following is an excerpt from this article: 
A well-known exponent of Irish Dancing once remarked that the 
happiness and pleasure of dancing was the stimulus of gay spirited music. 
How true these words are can be realized when we see a party of dancers 
at a Ceili endeavouring to perform such a fine spirited dance as the 'High-
Cauled Cap' to dull, insipid, lifeless music. 
Spiritless music means that there is a lack of 'Rhythmic Vitality' - which 
is part of the player's own soul. Perhaps the only outside help he can get is 
a correct understanding of the dances. 'Speeding' is no certain cure for the 
absence of 'Rhythmic Vitality', the most essential element in Irish dance 
Music. Generally speaking, the more speedy the music, the more lifeless it 
becomes. Not alone does over-hasty playing destroy the outline and 
sentiment of the tune, it also tends to spoil the technique of the dancers. 
The 'Tempo' of Irish Dancing must be regulated by the ages of the 
dancers. Children, as a rule, require quicker time than do adults, as young 
people are unable to get the control necessary for slow music without a 
great deal of effort and concentration, resulting in a loss of spirit and 
enjoyment. 
Adults, on the other hand, prefer a moderate Tempo, as they have not the 
physical strength necessary for our lively, energetic dances when taken at 
a quick pace. This question of Tempo can only be solved by regulating it 
to suit the majority, rather than the few, and thus assist in the retention of 
that grace, beauty and elegance of movement, which is a natural 
characteristic of all Irish Dances. 
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Mac Fionnlaoic notes the issue of "rhythmic vitality" and its relationship to the soul of 
the musician, and the necessity for Irish music performance to be soulful and 
rhythmically vital for the dancer to experience the same. Essentially, he is arguing that 
engendered feeling cannot occur within a dance unless the music is also engendering 
feeling - both must be mutual. This is not unlike the experience that the musicians and 
dancers felt at the house session. Yet, Mac Fionnlaoic identifies "speediness" and a sign 
of compensation for a lack of this engendered feeling. He further indicates that slow 
music is the ultimate preference for mature dancers. This hegemony of slow over fast 
tempos set the tone for the current tempo practices in traditional step dancing. 
As Mac Fionnlaoic describes in his introduction, the Irish Dancing Commission 
regulates metronome speeds based on categories of dancer maturity and skill level used 
in competitions. In the United States, dancer skill levels are labeled "Beginner", 
"Advanced Beginner", "Novice'', "Prizewinner", "Preliminary Championship", and 
"Open Championship." A younger less-skilled dancer will dance simpler steps and thus 
will dance to faster music compared to a more advanced dancer, who will dance to slower 
music because the steps will be more complex. The skill of the dancer is measured by her 
facility with complex footwork then, and not on her interpretation of the music through 
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movement. Tempo regulations (along with other regulations responding to modem 
developments in dance, particularly costuming) are published as competition guidelines. 
There are four dance types that are danced across all of these categories and 
reflect a diminution of tempo with the advance in dancer skill (see table 4.1 ). The reel, 
danced in 4/4 time in a soft non-percussive shoe, is danced by beginners to a metronome 
speed between 128 and 130 beats per minute. By the time the dancer has reached 
Prizewinner, she will dance her reel to 113 beats per minute. The same tempo diminution 
occurs for the Slip Jig (danced in 9/8 meter also in a soft shoe), which reduces from 124 
to 113 beats per minute, and the hornpipe (danced in a hard, percussive shoe in 2/4 or 4/4 
meter) which reduces drastically from 144 to 113 beats per minute. The heavy jig (also 
danced in a hard shoe, but in 6/8) is reduced from 96 beats per minute to 82 beats per 
minute. These tempos are strictly monitored in competition settings, which today have 
become the primary motivating activity for young traditional step dancers. 
d ti I . h d" . d TABLE 4.1. Com_Qetlt1on metronome ~ee s or ns tra 1t10na st~ ance 
Beginner/ Adv. Beginner Novice Prizewinner + 
Reel (4/4) [soft] 128-130 116-118 113 
Light Jig (6/8) [soft] 116 -
Slip Jig (9/8) [soft] 124 120 113 
Heavy Jig (6/8) [hard] 96 82 73 
Hornpipe (4/4 or 2/4)* [hard] 144 130 113 
*Hornpipe tempos are measured in 4/4 meter. 
The passage that follows the introduction to the Irish Dancing Commission's 
handbook lists a series titled "Points to Remember!" of which the ninth and final is 
"Reflect the rhythm of the music in the movements of the feet." Despite the maintenance 
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of these guidelines since the inception of the Irish Dancing Commission, competitive 
Irish traditional step dance cannot be currently characterized under this ninth "point." 
Dancers prepare particular steps for competition, without knowledge of what tune 
repertoire will be provided by a competition's hired musician. It is impossible then, for a 
dancer to "reflect the rhythm of the music in the movements of the feet" in competition 
settings and I would argue, that this is not considered in the judging of these dancers. 
Effectively, "reflecting the rhythm" has been diluted to simply encourage dancers to stay 
in time with the music. 
Tempos for Irish traditional music outside of the competitive dance world are not 
regulated by Comhaltas or any other governing institution. Instead, tempos are 
determined by the musicians themselves and are transmitted through the oral tradition. 
Unlike the top-down process that determines dancer tempos, musician tempos are a 
product of a bottom-up process. Irish traditional music is transmitted in a variety of ways 
including group and individual lessons sponsored through cultural organizations, 
commercial recordings, organized performances, and music sessions. Tempo preferences 
ultimately become wrapped up in the overall oral and aural transmission of style and 
repertoire. Boston musicians and dancers in this study have all agreed that Irish 
traditional music is performed at faster tempos than that used by traditional step dancers. 
A tempo analysis of field recordings from Boston Irish music; sessions over the last six 
months (see table 4.2) shows that the difference in tempos is most clear for Jigs and 
Hornpipes, which are performed on average at 130 bpm and 164 bpm respectively; 
however, reels are performed between 116 and 120 beats per minute, which aligns 
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closely to the traditional step dance competition guidelines(though these tempos are still 
faster than the tempo of choice for a mature dancer, albeit by 3-7 beats per minute). 
TABLE 4.2. Irish traditional music tern os in Boston music sessions 
Reels (4/4) Ji s (6/8) Sli Ji (9/8) Hom i e (4/4 or 2/4) 
Tern o 116-120 130 12-124 164 
*Hornpipe tempo is measured in 4/4 time, though the feel at this speed is 2/4. 
Reels are the most popular tune type performed at Irish music sessions in Boston, 
and arguably in sessions across the United States and Ireland. Why then, do traditional 
step dancers not perform reels with live musicians, if the tempos are so close? The 
answer lies not solely in concerns of sound space but in physical space. Reels in the 
competitive arena of Irish dance are performed in a soft shoe and are marked by the 
navigation of a large dance floor. A dancer is praised for successful utilization of the 
entire dance floor in addition to fluency in technique and repertoire. Other dances, such 
as the heavy jig and the hornpipe are danced in a hard shoe, which often occupy less 
space on the stage because the focus of the dance is not on gracefulness but on percussive 
precision. Irish music sessions are most frequently held in pubs in which there is barely 
enough space for more than six musicians, let alone enough floor space for a dancer to 
complete reel steps marked by high leaps and broad steps. 
Dancers in Boston have negotiated differences in space and tempo by performing 
sean n6s dance, an alternate dance genre to traditional step dancing. There has been a 
recent revival in collaborative Irish music and dance performance that is supported by the 
sean n6s revival because sean n6s dance is rooted in performance with live music. The 
physical spatial requirements of sean n6s dance are minimal and thus, the sound space 
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can be navigated more quickly - the dancers can perform to faster tempos without 
necessarily dancing "simpler" steps (as assumed by the Irish Dancing Commission). 
O'Riley described one of her reasons for performing the sean nos style of dance 
specifically in terms of the differences in tempo practices between Irish traditional music 
and Irish traditional step dancing: "[Sean nos] steps are danced to speeds that musicians 
play at. If you are dancing traditional step dancing and you're going to compete with your 
hard shoe hornpipe or hard shoe jig, you're dancing to music that is slowed way down (so 
that you can fit much more in with your feet). You wouldn't go to a session and ask the 
musicians to play at that speed. That's just not how they play." 
O'Riley's choice to dance sean nos is deeply rooted in her desire to perform with 
live music, a desire that is also shared by other dancers in Boston who perform sean nos 
dance at music sessions, including myself. Physically, sean nos allows dancers to dance 
with the session by being a part of a circle instead of searching for vast spaces in which to 
move. Musically, sean nos allows dancers to meaningfully contribute to the music, 
because the music is, as Mac Fionnlaoic necessitated in the Irish Dance Commission 
Handbook, "spirited." 
Style 
Sean nos dance is a percussive dance that is performed in a very relaxed and loose 
manner. The body is weighted on the back of the heels, not on the balls of the toes as in 
traditional step dancing. The dancer's movements are downward, toward the ground. The 
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arms may move freely with the music and the hips may move from side-to-side. Feet 
need not be turned out. 
The sean nos style is noted for its individuality. Each sean nos dancer will look 
and sound differently depending on choices of shoe, clothing, and the extent of body 
movement. The style's improvisatory nature also allows dancers to incorporate footwork 
or movements from other dance genres or create new and unique footwork or 
movements. A dancer, while contributing percussion to the musical product, also 
contributes visually. This visual aesthetic and individuality is achieved through three 
levels of movement: full-body movement (i.e., in place, forward, backward, or side-to-
side), extension of the limbs from the center of the body (i.e., stepping the foot farther out 
from the body), and localized gestures (i.e., pivoting the foot to create a twisting motion). 
The visual aesthetic, however, must not detract from a dancer' s timing. 
Shoes 
Sean n6s can be danced in any shoe, but it is easier to make clear percussive 
sounds with shoes that have a heel. On her website (www.KieranJordan.com) and.in her 
classes, Jordan encourages her sean n6s students to purchase a pair of shoes with "a 
smooth hard sole and sturdy heel," and she particularly emphasizes that the choice of 
shoe should depend on the sound that the dancer wants. A dancer must like the sound that 
the shoe makes; otherwise, dancing will not be pleasurable. When I first started dancing 
sean n6s, I wore flats with a smooth sole, but with a very short heel (about 'Ii of an inch). 
The sound was very quiet and it was difficult to get a clear "heel" sound out of those 
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shoes. The choice of shoe does not only influence the sound, but influences a dancer's 
ability to execute particular steps with sonic effect. 
Dance steps 
The following section will describe some dance vocabulary of sean nos dance. 
This genre is improvisatory and can be composed of many types of percussive steps; 
dancers have a lot of freedom to create new step patterns using elements of Irish dance 
vocabulary (i.e., heel and toe patterns). All of the dance steps catalogued below were 
taught to me by Jordan. The glossary of dance terms found at the beginning of the thesis 
has been developed from my own personal dance knowledge and experience and 
informed by Jordan as well as other published glossaries of dance terms (Brennan 1999; 
Tubridy 1998). The labels for each of the dance steps were developed by Jordan for the 
purposes of teaching sean nos to a population who may or may not be familiar with Irish 
dance. Sean nos dance is taught visually and aurally - it has been passed on by listening 
to the rhythms and watching the movements - and therefore has existed without a 
teaching vocabulary. Each dance step will be described in four ways: 
1) by Western rhythmic staff notation (with note heads depicting the type of 
motion) 
2) by indication of weight shifts and side of the body 
3) by its spoken rhyme that indicates type of motion and therefore timbrel effect 
4) extra information such as direction of movement (the direction of movement is 
flexible and these descriptions are meant only to form a basic idea of the nature of 
the movement associated with the particular steps). 
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I have devised the following symbols in order to show the type of motion used in sean 
nos dance. 18 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Note heads and foot movement in sean nos dance notation. 
stamp step heel toe click brush hop 
The following dance steps are associated with sean nos dancer R6isin Ni Mhainin 
and comprise her standard repertoire. Ni Mhainin toured around Ireland and the United 
States performing sean nos dance in the 1990s and was integral to the start of the sean 
nos revival. She was one of the first female dancers to engage in the sean nos genre, 
which was largely dominated by senior men. Many of her steps end with a "Connemara 
step" which is bracketed in the notation. While these steps are presented as units, they 
can and are broken down into smaller units and re-combined. 
Reels 
Reels are tunes in 4/4 time and the melody is heard in eighth-note subdivisions. 
Reels are performed at fast tempos with one felt beat for every measured quarter beat, 
encouraging two-bar hyper-metrical phrases. The "experiential measure" and the "notated 
measure" are not the same, and for the purposes of my research, it is beneficial to think of 
the eighth note subdivision in terms of the pulse experience: notated eighth-notes 
correspond to experienced sixteenth-notes (Caplin 1998: Ch. 3, if2). 
18 While I use these symbols to indicate footwork in sean nos dance, they could easily be used to describe 
motions in Irish traditional step dance and other percussive dance genres. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Reel 
1 e + a 2 e + a 3 e + a 4 e + a 
Connemara 
1, 2, 3) 
'1 El : 
* 
Ir r=*==t= u j r 
L R R L L R 
step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Stay in place. 
* After a "stamp" the stamping foot (right) is brought back to begin a new step 
starting on the other foot (left). 
Side Step 
1, 2, 3) 
LR R LLRRLLR R L L R 
st:ep heel step heel step heel step heel step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Move to the right, stay in place, or move in a circle. 
Gallop 
1, 2, 3) 
L R R L R 
step hed sl.ep step stamp 
4) Stay in place. 
Gallop "7s" 
1, 2, 3) 
~£=~:~.--= =~~ J~t]t~f ~~t-=--~t=E-=EB 
L R R L R R L R R L R 
step heel step st<"p hl't>l step step h<'l'I step step stamp 
4) Move to the right, stay in place, or move in a circle. 
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Heel-Toe Side 
1, 2, 3) 
8 ! - * F I r r F F I r F F F I F F F LJ I r r r' r i: 
L R L RL RLRL R L R L R R L L R 
step heel step step step hecl step step step heel step step step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Move to the right. 
Heel & Toe 
1, 2, 3) 
L RR LL R RLL RRL LR R LL R 
step heel step toe step heel step toe step heel step toe step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Stay in place. 
Drum 1 
1, 2, 3) 
3 
R .LR L BOTHR LL R R LL R 
step step heel* heel* dick heel" heel" step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Jumping up before stepping makes the motion easier and the sound clearer. 
Weight is placed on both feet after the R-L "step-step" starting motion. The heel 
motion in this step (excluding the "Connemara step") is dropping the heel down to 
the ground. 
Drum2 
R L R L BOTH R L .L R R L L R 
sll'P step heel" heel* click heel" heel" step heel step lwel step stamp 
4) Jumping up before stepping makes the motion easier and the sound clearer. 
Stamps 
1, 2, 3) 
9 2 - * r I r F r LJ Ir r r ., r 
* LR R L LR RLL R 
step stamp step stamp step heel step heel step stamp 
4) Stay in place. 
Walking Step 
1, 2, 3) 
.L R L R L R L R 
step stamp step stamp step stamp step stamp 
4) Move to the right. 
Heel-Toe Twist 
1, 2, 3) 
L 
step 
RR R LR RLL 
heel toe bed step .heel. step heel step 
R 
stamp 
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4) Turn out the foot when tapping the heel and tum in the foot when tapping the toe 
to create a twisting motion. 
Crossover 1 
1, 2, 3) 
!3=--· ... - . 
L RLRL .R RLL R L RLRLR 
step cross step out step heel step heel step stamp step cross step out step heel 
RLL R L RLRL RLRL RRLL RL R 
step heel st<>p stainp stl:'p cross stl:'p out. step cros> step out heel• step heel• step beet· step step stamp 
4) The right foot crosses in front of the left and then steps out in the first four 
measures. For the last four measures the dancer walks backwards with each step. The 
"heel" in the backwards portion (marked with an asterisk) is the dropping of the heel 
to the floor after stepping on the ball of the foot, so the entire foot is placed on the 
ground. This differs from the "heel" in the "Connemara" step. 
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Crossover 2 
Jigs 
1, 2, 3) 
L R L R L R R L L R L R L R L R R L L R L 
step cross step out step heel step heel step stamp step cross s tep out step bee! step heel step stamp step 
B r r r r Ir r r r I Fl r LJ IUJ' r 
* R L R L R L R 1, R R L L R R L [, R 
cross S!Cll (>Ut step cros~ step o\lt hcd• step hcd * step hcc!•hcd step heel step stamp 
4) The right foot crosses in front of the left and then steps out in the first four 
measures. For the last four measures the dancer walks backwards with each step. The 
"heel" in the backwards portion is the dropping of the heel to the floor after stepping 
on the ball of the foot, so the entire foot is placed on the ground. This differs from 
the "heel" in the "Connemara" step. 
R6isin Ni Mhainin used the same visual step patterns for her reel steps and her jig 
steps, but because the meter of jigs is different from reels - triple instead of duple - the 
rhythm of the steps is different. The Jig is in 6/8 time with emphasis on the eighth note: 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Jig 
+ a 2 + a 3 + a 4 + a 
Jordan calls the jig correlate to the Connemara reel step, the "Connemara Jig" step . The 
"Connemara Jig" step lands the downbeat on the "heel" motion of the step, and not on the 
"step" motion that follows the heel, as in the reel version of the Connemara step. 
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Connemara Jig 
1, 2, 3) 
L R R L R 
step heel step step stamp 
4) stay in place 
The footwork for the remaining reel steps does not change in their conversion to jig steps 
- only the rhythm changes. For example, the "stamp" step is a good example of this 
rhythm change: 
Stamp Jig 
1, 2, 3) 
4) Stay in place. 
L R 
step stamp 
Other Steps and Variations 
R LL RRL R 
step stamp stt~p heel step step stamp 
The previous steps can be broken down and recombined to form variations and 
new steps. Variations include replacing "stamp" steps with "heel" steps, changing the 
placement of the stepping foot relative to the body (forward, backward, left, right), and 
others. Dancers can also create their own steps. Another form of variation is in body 
movement and direction. Steps can be danced in place, in a circle, or across the dance 
floor in various figures. Dancers can perform facing forward or sideways to showcase leg 
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extensions. Steps can be ornamented with twists of the heel, or additional heel drops to 
fill in rhythmic space. 
Improvisation, Creativity, and "Rightness" 
A central component to sean nos dance is its improvisatory nature. Just as other 
improvisatory genres such as American jazz are based on frameworks and conventions, 
sean nos dance can be performed utilizing a vocabulary of dance steps that can be 
combined and re-combined in a variety of ways. The act of fitting particular dance steps 
to the form of the music is the core component of contributing meaningful percussive 
sound to a dance tune. Dancers must listen to a tune to contribute both rhythm and timbre 
meaningfully. As described regarding Irish traditional music, a tune is not its notation, 
better described as the "setting," but is its interpretation by the performers. With a dancer 
involved, the dancer is interpreting the musicians' version of the tune,, because she is 
listening to the live musicians before entering. 
Nie Gareiss, ethnochoreologist and percussive dancer, recently presented a paper 
which describes a choreography tool for improvisatory percussive dance he has 
developed called "Dance the Tune," which emphasizes the primacy of listening in 
collaborative performance between dancers and musicians (2011). He describes this way 
of listening as "aural imitation of the phrasing and ornamentation of Irish traditional 
music" which then serves "as a basis for the selection of sounds to be articulated [by the 
dancer]" (2011). He continues to describe this process in terms of pitch correlation: 
... each pitch [in the music] corresponds with a sound articulated by the foot , 
allowing the dancer to punctuate every note of the melody with a sound and 
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transforming the musician/dancer duet into a monophonic, or at least 
heterophonic entity. Now there is some flexibility when it comes to tone and pitch 
in the footwear used and so the objective for the dancer is then, to use those 
relative pitches in the shoe to imitate the melodic ascensions and dissentions, the 
miniature peaks and valleys, if you will, of the tune. (2011) 
Gareiss uses pitch and tone to describe the sonic qualities of the percussive foot action; 
however, I prefer to describe these differences in pitch according to timbre (which 
involves elements of "tone"), because the relative "pitch" of a particular sound is 
dependent upon the kind of sound - a toe tap involves a smaller surface area of the shoe 
making contact with the ground as compared to a stamp, which entails the entire surface 
area of the sole of the shoe making contact with the ground. This difference in the nature 
of the physical contact or articulation makes the toe tap shorter and crisper - like a 
"pop"; while the stamp is more forceful and longer - like a "smack" or "thud." This 
difference in timbre may result in a difference in pitch, with the toe tap being perceived 
as higher in pitch than the stamp. 
The timbral qualities of the percussive footwork are variable, even within a 
particular dancer's own technique. Timbre depends not only on the physical action, but 
also on the type of floor and the kind of shoe. Nonetheless, dancers have a reasonable 
control over the relative timbre qualities created by their footwork. In one dance class 
with Jordan, in which she was teaching us a solo set dance, 19 she expressed that the tune 
could be heard in the dance steps. In remembering the choreography, she also hummed 
the tune to herself, as a way of situating particular moments in the choreography. In 
19 The solo set dances were described in a previous chapter. They are set choreography to particular tunes 
that do not follow the conventional formal structure. As a result, the set choreography is modeled after the 
particular tune for which it is choreographed, making it "fit" the tune . 
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improvisatory sean nos dance, the musicality of the dance is also valued and encouraged, 
an aspect that is continually imparted on me by Jordan during sean nos lessons. This 
paradigm of musicality is supported by other improvisatory percussive dancers practicing 
the sean nos genre, such as Seosamh 6 Neachtain (Gareiss 2011). 
Like music, there is not one "right" way to contribute Irish dance to a tune, but 
there are ''wrong" ways. The most "wrong" is dancing or playing out of time. Other 
wrongs may include dancing a very heavy step with music that is sounded very lightly, or 
dancing a very syncopated step with music that is dense in straight rhythms. All of these 
combinations are completely subjective and require the dancer to understand traditional 
Irish music as intimately as a musician. A dancer must understand the formal structure of 
the music, the basic pulse and meter, and hear the structure of the individual phrases as 
the musicians play. 
Irish traditional tunes follow a conventional formal structure of AABB. In 
sessions a tune will be played many times, a number that is either determined beforehand 
by the session leader or through vocalizations and body language during the playing of 
the tune. Tunes are played in sets of 2-4 tunes, usually of the same meter. Again the set is 
either determined before playing commences, while playing is occurring, or because of 
previous session performances of this tune (i.e., this tune always follows that tune). 
A dancer picks up on these structural clues as well. Either she knows the number 
of times that a tune will be played before it switches, or she will hear and see these clues 
given by the session musicians. Knowing the order of tunes or what exact tunes will be 
played is less important for a dancer, because she has the potential to dance a basic move 
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that contributes little during the first A strain, thus giving her time to hear the tune. For 
example, the "Walking Step" emphasizes the down beat, which is a common emphasis in 
Irish traditional music. Hearing a change in tune, a dancer could revert to this step until 
she has heard enough of the new tune to decide which steps would be most appropriate. 
The following is an analysis of portions of a house session performance by Butler. 
She dances with Aromin, who performs in socks. They both dance with music played by 
Joey Abarta, on pipes, Dan Accardi, on fiddle, and Hamilton, on flute. They are playing a 
tune known to some as "Kiss the Maid behind the Barrel," a reel that has the formal 
structure AA'BB': 
EXAMPLE 4.4. "Kiss the Maid behind the Barrel" tune transcription20 
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In the first strain of one of the repeats, Butler dances a combination of the "Connemara 
step" and the "Side step" (see ex. 4.5). As Butler dances hers steps with the music, she is 
not merely copying the rhythm of the tune, but is building on the tune rhythm and 
20 Adapted from abcnotation.com and thesession.org - repositories of Irish dance tune transcriptions. 
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complementing it with her own. In the first strain, the space left between the third eighth-
note and her stamp (between her heel-step pitter patters and her stamp) makes the sound 
space clear for the trill in the music. Her stamps on beat two (the half-bar) emphasize the 
musician's register emphasis on the half-bar. 
In the repeat of the A strain, A' , Butler performs a dance step that places subtle 
emphasis on the beat (see ex. 4.6). She does a heel-step pattern followed by a Connemara 
step, with the stamp motion signaling melodic descents to the next phrase. The heel-step 
pattern is essentially a rhythmic walking pattern in which she walks, emphasizing heel 
first, toe second. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Dance and A strain of "Kiss the Maid behind the Barrel" 
• ) "'+pi=~~J .f"31CTF['j C}J-t=i ~~"£~~:~9"~~ 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Dance and A' Strain of "Kiss the Maid behind the Barrel" 
A' 
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In both of the previous examples, Butler's steps percussively complement the melodic 
rhythm and contour. In her improvisation during the repeat of the B strain (B ') she also 
uses the visual component of her dancing to complement the tune (see ex. 4.7). 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Dance and B' Strain of"Kiss the Maid behind the Barrel" 
hed slide b<el slide heel slid~ ht-el Slide ·· .. a con ne maro skp" "+ u con ne mara step" 
While in the notation, it looks as if Butler is performing a similar movement to the heel-
toe step from the A' strain, her movement is quite different. She places the heel of her 
right foot out from her body and slides her left foot to step next to her right heel. She then 
repeats this motion with the left heel leading to a right foot step. Visually, the movement 
has breadth and emphasizes continuity and length, a trait also seen in the melody with a 
dotted quarter note. Percussively, her movement is not as sonically effective as more 
discrete steps, but the lack of rhythmic activity in the beginning of the B' strain entails a 
more sensitive percussive element. 
Modal Discrepancies 
Charles Keil proposed a theory of participatory discrepancies in 1988, arguing 
that the discrepancies in musical sounds produced by participants of a musical event are 
the foundation of achieving groove in music: "Music, to be personally involving and 
socially valuable must be 'out of time ' and 'out of tune'" (1987: 275). While his 
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argument may seem to contradict the emphasis in Irish music on playing in time and in 
tune, in fact, Keil is referring to the minute variations - or discrepancies - in individual 
performance that combine to form a satisfying musical experience. These musical 
discrepancies include difference in timbre, texture, attack, duration and timing. The 
combination of individuals in performance and their individual discrepancies produces a 
single synergetic musical experience of groove that cannot be achieved with 
computationally exact performances. Based on my research with the Irish traditional 
musicians and dancers in Boston, however, I think it is prudent to extend this notion of 
"discrepancy" to the actions that produce the musical sound, or in other words 
discrepancies in performance style and mode. Performance style seems obvious: the way 
one plays music influences the way the music sounds, thus discrepancies in style will 
result in discrepancies in sound. Discrepancies in mode, however, are not as closely 
considered. Irish dancers and Irish musicians produce musical sound in different 
modalities and the combination of this difference produces a communion of musical 
experience that may lead to the experience of "groove." 
Participatory discrepancies in Irish traditional music performance result from 
differences m performance style, musical phrasing, articulation, minute rhythmic 
differences, timing, and more overt differences that result from ornamentation and 
variation. These discrepancies are situated in the bodily realization of the music - a 
fiddler bows a tune a particular way, and that bowing will influence how the tune sounds. 
Or perhaps a piper is particularly keen on stomping his foot to the beat - this non-
instrumental motion will influence the motions he makes to produce musical sound. The 
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same duality of bodily discrepancy is found in dancing: a dancer performs particular 
footwork to accomplish a particular sound and rhythm, but her other bodily movements 
(i.e. , hip, arm, head, and torso) will influence the execution of her footwork. When slight 
enough to closely interact, these discrepancies facilitate the experience of groove m 
multi-modal collaborative performance. 
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CHAPTERS: 
CONCLUSION 
Flow 
The rules that govern participation in Irish music sessions (by musicians and 
dancers) and the performative choices made by participants regarding 
musical/choreographical products can be viewed as efforts that increase the possibility of 
groove (as defined in Chapter 4). Groove is experienced as a communal phenomenon, the 
result of multiple individuals contributing musical offerings to a space regulated by social 
convention. The group experience of groove is related to another phenomenon that occurs 
for individuals, known as "flow". "Flow" is the term used by psychologist Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi to describe optimal experience: 
A sense that one's skills are adequate to cope with the challenges at hand, in a 
goal-directed, rule-bound action system that provides clear clues as to how well 
one is performing. Concentration is so intense that there is no attention left over to 
think about anything irrelevant, or to worry about problems. Self-consciousness 
disappears, and the sense of time becomes distorted. (1991 : Ch. 4, ~ 1) 
The experience of flow is determined by a balance between the difficulty of a particular 
activity and an individual ' s skill in that activity. In the realm of flow an individual will 
feel absorbed in the activity. Music and dance are identified by Csikszentmihalyi as 
activities that enhance the potential for flow because they are done for the purpose of 
enjoyment. He also notes that these types of activities create "alternative realities" that 
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have the potential to alter our perceptual experience (1991: Ch 4,~ 6). Flow experienced 
by individuals in Irish music sessions may or may not coincide with their experience of 
groove. In discussions with my informants, both dancers and musicians described the 
phenomenon of experiencing a distorted reality and immersion in Irish music and dance 
using the terms "sync," "lift," and even "orgasm." The term "lift" is particularly poignant 
because Csikszentmihalyi' s flow involves the loss of environmental contexts, such as 
time ("distorted") and awareness of other individuals ("self-consciousness disappears"). 
Conversely, in groove, the self dissolves and is submerged in the group - the 
environmental contexts overwhelm the individual. Though the experiences of flow and 
groove are qualitatively different, they both result from a similar balance of external and 
internal factors. In collaborative Irish music and dance performances the experience of 
groove or flow is dependent on the balance of individual musicality (skill, creativity, 
style), group performance dynamics, and social stipulations. 
Individual Groove and Integrative Wholeness 
Though my previous discussion has focused on the experience of multi-modal 
groove in Irish music and dance performances, it is imperative to note the experience of 
groove within each of these performance arts. The Boston musicians that I have 
interviewed have described a "good" session as one that results in groove experiences. 
These descriptions often involve references to aspects of sessions that directly influence 
the possibility of experiencing groove, such as session size, member skill, and repertoire. 
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Musicians have also expressed that groove is sometimes easier to achieve when they 
perform with someone frequently. 
For dancers, however, groove is possible in instances that do not involve live 
music or musicians. Dancers can achieve groove with other dancers as well as with 
recorded music. The experience of groove between dancers is similar to that between 
musicians - performers feed off of the visual and sonic information communicated to 
each other. Experiencing groove with a musical recording, however, is a different 
phenomenon from a performance groove with live musicians. In experiences of groove 
with recorded music, I argue that the dancer is experiencing a groove only within herself, 
based on her movements and dance steps; she uses the music as a motivating pulse to 
frame the production of her dance groove. Bateson's theory of "integrative wholeness," 
the phenomenon of becoming psychologically whole within oneself, can be used to 
describe this experience of grooving with oneself. 
Bateson describes the quality of "integrative wholeness" m terms of bodily 
gesture, which he terms "grace" or "physical grace": 
I shall argue that the problem of grace is fundamentally a problem of integration 
and that what is to be integrated is the diverse parts of the mind - especially 
those multiple levels of which one extreme is called "consciousness" and the 
other the "unconscious." For the attainment of grace, the reasons of the heart must 
be integrated with the reasons of the reason [reasoning mind]. 
Edmund Leach has confronted us, in this conference, with the question: How is it 
that the art of one culture can have meaning or validity for critics raised in a 
different culture? My answer would be that, if art is somehow expressive of 
something like grace or psychic integration, then the success of this expression 
might well be recognizable across cultural barriers. The physical grace of cats is 
profoundly different from the physical grace of horses, and yet a man who has the 
physical grace of neither can evaluate that of both. 
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And even when the subject matter of art is the frustration of integration, cross-
cultural recognition of the products of this frustration is not too surprising. (1972: 
129) 
Bateson emphasizes the psychological traits of integrative wholeness, as well as the 
physical grace that can be achieved. When an Irish dancer achieves individual groove, 
she experiences an integrated wholeness that is felt both physically and emotionally, the 
result of a serendipitous combination of bodily and mental states. This internal groove 
occurs within the dancer with both recorded music and live music; in the presence of live 
music, however, individual groove becomes part of social groove. 
Social Groove: Musculo-Sonic Bonding 
In social performance contexts, a communal phenomenon similar to the 
individualized phenomenon of integrative wholeness occurs between participants in the 
group. When integrative wholeness occurs between people it can be termed "bonding." 
William McNeill (1995) uses the phrase "muscular bonding" to describe the emotional 
results of "social cohesion among any and every group that keeps together in time." 
Muscular bonding, he claims, is "the euphoric fellow feeling that prolonged and rhythmic 
muscular movement arouses among nearly all participants in such exercises" (1995: ~4). 
He describes the emotions of "muscular bonding" as a mediation between feeling like an 
individual and feeling like a member of a group. He equates the experience with 
"boundary loss" and "feeling they are one" (1995: ~18). In all of this, McNeill places 
specific emphasis on the role of rhythmic movement as a catalyst for muscular bonding, 
which aligns the phenomenon nicely with groove theory. Groove theory is also dependent 
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upon a rhythmic element, whether produced by a literal beat or by the metrical structure 
of a melody - groove is groove only if there is a rhythmic pulse. 
In a footnote to his introduction in Music as Social Life (2008), Turino uses the 
term "sonic bonding" - as an adaptation of McNeill's "muscular bonding" - to 
describe participatory music-making experiences. I believe, however, that McNeill ' s 
theory already included the notion of sonic bonding because the creation of sound in 
participatory performance is a result of physicality enacted in time. Thus, creating music 
in a collaborative musical performance would involve the phenomenon of muscular 
bonding between the performance participants. McNeill's theory, though, rests on the 
primacy of the physical synchronicity; in Turino's term, enacted sound is given primacy. 
I suggest one way to understand the relationship between the sonic and physical is to use 
the compound term "musculo-sonic bonding." 
Musicians may associate more clearly with the notion of "sonic bonding," 
whereas dancers may associate more clearly with "muscular bonding." The connection 
between muscular and sonic bonding is made more evident during events that involve 
both musicians and dancers in participatory performance, such as Irish music sessions 
that involve dancer participation. In Irish music and dance performances, the dancer is 
clearly creating percussive sounds through dance. The physicality of the dancer 
illuminates the physicality of the musician because the dance gestures are in many ways 
more exaggerated versions of the physical motions and rhythmic emphases necessary for 
musical communication. Catherine Foley describes the nature of embodied performance 
in percussive dancing: 
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Percussive dancers use acoustic space and, through the use of the body and 
sounds created by the body, they embody the music rhythmically, dynamically 
and percussively ... percussive dancers are more than percussionists; they are 
dancers who explore and interpret an acoustic world through their world of sound 
and gesture. In so doing, sound and gesture become one within the dancer's body, 
and although percussive dancers perform to and are inspired by music they also 
make their own music ... the process of percussive, rhythmical, dynamic and visual 
exploration, interpretation and embodiment of a music that brings the percussive 
dancer to a place where s/he is at one with that music; that s/he becomes the 
music and is the music. (2009: 55 ; emphasis in original). 
The dancer's contribution is most obviously bodily (as dance) but is also musical 
(through percussive steps). The percussive Irish dancer embodies the union of music and 
dance and thus represents the experience of musculo-sonic bonding.21 
Areas for Further Study 
Localized and Partial Grooves 
As solo Irish dancers dance, they engage the muscles in their bodies; however, the 
movement is localized primarily in the feet. The groove an Irish dancer experiences is 
very different from the groove experienced by a dancer from another genre whose 
movement is governed by different bodily motions and limitations. In addition to being 
an Irish dancer, I also have experience in African Dance. The groove I experience when 
dancing African dance, specifically Ghanaian dance, feels like a full body groove because 
I utilize my entire body to enact particular movements. In Irish solo dance genres, 
2 1 In the same token, the physicality of the dancer creates difference between her and the musicians in 
music sessions. As discussed previously, dance is more indicative of presentational performance, which is 
not aligned with the inherent nature of sessions being closer to participatory performance. 
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however, I feel as if the groove is occurring where the movement is localized: in my feet. 
I experience a similar feeling of partial groove when performing music in the Balinese 
Gender Wayang (shadow play) tradition - my groove there feels localized in my upper 
body, since I am sitting cross-legged on the floor while my arms are engaged in playing 
the metallophone instrument. The localization of my groove, nonetheless, does not 
prevent the experience of "flow" from occurring melodically and rhythmically 
throughout my entire body. While I might have partial groove, I may still experience full-
body flow. Irish dance may be particularly useful for investigating the notion of partial 
groove because of the presence of solo and social dancing genres and thus the presence of 
localized bodily movement (solo) with correlating full-body movement (social). 
Another way that partial groove occurs is between individuals in a group 
performance. As discussed in the previous chapter, groove has been used as a way to 
describe a rhythmically-induced communal experience. While I believe successful groove 
in group performances does occur between multiple individual performers and creates a 
group experience, not all participants will necessarily experience this groove. For 
example, as noted in chapter 3, when a music session is large the musicians farthest away 
from the center of the session circle may not feel as connected to the experience as those 
closer to the center. Therefore even if the musicians in the center do experience groove, it 
is not clear that the musicians on the outskirts will have the same experience, nor is it 
clear if all of the musicians near the center will experience groove. At the same time, the 
ability to experience groove is not limited to one ' s physical location, but may also be 
linked to artistic skill, personal values, and preferences. 
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Improvisation 
Another potential area for further study is the nature of improvisation in the sean 
nos dance style. Because sean nos dancers draw on learned dance vocabulary and 
sometimes pre-choreographed units, labeling the dance performance as "improvisatory" 
raises questions about the nature of this improvisation. The fact that the dancer is 
improvising to a genre of music that does not value improvisation beyond ornamentation 
and variation of the tune setting complicates the notion of participatory performance. 
While a dancer does perform variations of different steps like a musician might perform 
variations of different phrases, the musician is restricted by a tune's setting, whereas a 
dancer can base her variation on a variety of possible dance steps. Further studies in sean 
nos dance performance may illuminate the improvisation process and provide insight to 
other genres of improvisation that are built on highly structured material. 
A dancer's freedom to improvise and create steps in the sean nos genre also 
highlights the question of how Irish dance is defined as "Irish dance." The Irish Dancing 
Commission attempted to answer this question by proscribing style, but clearly, their 
regulations are not indicative of how Irish dancers outside the competitive realm identify 
with Irish dance. Because sean nos dance is improvisatory and not choreographed, like 
traditional step dancing, a dancer has the creative freedom to infuse her personal dance 
style with influence from other dancers and sometimes other dance genres. Further 
inquiry in to the particular foot movements may yield insight to what makes a dance step 
"Irish" versus what makes it borrowed from another dance genre, such as Flamenco or 
Tap. 
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Closing Summary 
Though the occurrences of Irish dance performance in Boston Irish music 
sessions has been rare, those instances are indicative of a trend in Irish music and dance 
practice toward uniting the two practices in collaborative performance. This unification is 
in many ways a response to a long history of separation that resulted from late-eighteenth 
century nationalism and twentieth-century cultural institutionalism. Separated, Irish 
music and Irish dance developed different performance expectations and practices. 
Today, however, these differences are mediated through efforts to engage one another 
motivated by the positive experiences associated with participatory performance. Overall, 
the feelings that motivate musicians and dancers to perform together are combinations of 
absorption into the self, and dissolution into the group. As these experiences intersect, so 
do the values of Irish musicians and Irish dancers in Boston music sessions. 
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Sample Interview Questions for Adult Dancers 
1. How did you get started dancing (or teaching dance)? 
2. can you tell me about your interaction with musicians? 
3. What can you tell me about the relationship between the dance steps and the music? 
4. Does the music affect how you dance? How? 
5. Can you describe your interaction with the audience? Do you send a message when you dance? 
6. Do you have any experience with ceili dancing? 
7. Do you have any experience with sean-nos dancing? 
8. can you discuss the competitive nature of organized Irish Step Dance? 
9. Can you discuss the bodily communication and cues between yourself and : other dancers, the 
audience, or the musicians? 
Sample Interview Questions for Adult Musicians 
1. How did you first start playing Irish music? 
2. Can you tell me about your interaction with dancers? 
3. Does the dancer's choice of movement affect your music choices? 
3. Do you often perform at Irish sessions in pubs, public festivals and events, or competitions? 
4. What is the difference performing for solo dancers v. set dancers v. ceili dancers? 
5. Have you ever performed music in the sean-nos style? 
6. Can you discuss bodily communication between yourself and: other musicians, dancers, or the 
audience? 
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Sample Interview Questions for Children: 
1. Can you tell me a story about how you started dancing? 
2. Can you tell me what you like about dancing? 
3. Can you tell me what your favorite part of dancing is? 
4. Do you practice dancing at home? 
5. Can you tell me about the music you dance to? 
6. Do you like the music that you dance to? 
7. Do you know who plays the music? 
8. Can you tell me about your costwne? 
9. Can you tell me what a fcis is? What happens at a feis? 
IO. How do you feel when you dance? 
IRBt 
~i 
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Study Background and Purpose 
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-
I want to tell you about something we are doing called a research study. A research study is when 
someone collects a lot of information to learn more about something. A research study may be like a 
science experiment or collecting information to solve a mystery. The researchers are doing this study 
to learn more about Irish music and dance. We would like you to be in the study because you 
participate in Irish music and/or dance activities. 
After we tell you about it, we will ask if you'd like to be in this study or not 
What Happens in this Research Study 
If you agree to be in the study, 1 thing will happen. I will ask you questions about how you feel about 
performing dance or music. 
The research will take place at your performance or school location. 
The research will last for 20 minutes. 
Risks and Discomforts 
Some things that you may not like may happen because you are in this research. For example, you 
may be asked a question that makes you uncomfortable or that is private information you do not want 
to share. You do not have to answer a question if you do not want to. 
Also, there is a chance that people, including your parents, may find out some private information 
about you from this research. 
Benefits 
Even though you might not benefit from being in this research, you could help others by telling them 
about Irish music and dance. 
Alternatives 
You do not have to participate if you do not want to. That is your choice. 
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Costs/ Payments 
The only cost to you for this research is your time. 
You will not be paid to participate in this research study. 
Confidentiality 
The researchers will do their best to keep the information that you tell them private. They will explain 
to you how they will do this. They will tell you if they plan to tell your parents, teachers or others any 
information that they learn from you while doing this research. 
Even though they will try to keep the information private there is a chance that someone who is not 
part of the study will learn some private information about you if you join this research study. Ask the 
researchers about this if you have any questions. 
Voluntary Participation 
Do you have to be in this study? No, you don't. No one will make you if you don't want to do this. 
Just tell the researchers if you decide not to do it. No one will be mad at you or change how they treat 
you because you don't want to participate. 
If you decide to join and then later change your mind it is ok. If you decide to join but then don't want 
to answer some of the questions now or later that is ok too. 
Contact for more information 
If you have questions regarding this research or if you are not comfortable with being part of the 
research now or later you or your parents can contact Samantha Jones at 860-961-6644 or 
jones.sci@gmail.com. There is also a group of people at the University where I study who could 
answer questions too. You can call this group of people who are in charge of safety and protecting 
people at 617-358-6115 or write to them at irb@bu.edu. 
Agreement to Participate 
If you sign this assent form it means that you have read it or it has been read to you. It also means 
that you have been given the chance to ask questions about the study and that your questions have 
been answered. If you sign this it means that you are agreeing to participate and no one is forcing 
you. 
The researchers will give you a copy of the consent form to keep. 
Name of Subject (please print) 
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Signature of Subject Date 
Name of Parent or Guardian 
Signature of Parent or Guardian Date 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
If you decide you don't want to be recorded even if your parents say yes, I won't do it. 
} I agree to allow the interview to be audio recorded. 
] I agree to allow the interview to be video recorded. 
] I do not allow any recording, audio or video, of the interview. 
Signature of Subject Date 
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Boston University 
RESEARCH CONSENT FORM-Adults 
Title of Project: Dance ud Music in Irish America• Communities 
Principal Investigator: Samantha Jones 
Study Background 
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You are being asked to participate in a research study about Irish Dance and Irish Music in Irish American 
communities by Samantha Jones, a !,Y!'llduate student at Boston University, who is conducting this research for 
her master's degree. 
You have been asked to participate in this study because you are involved within an Irish American community 
of dance and music, or because you are related to someone who is a participant in these activities, or because 
you have some knowledge about these activities. 
You will be one of approximately 50 subjects asked to participate in this research. 
Your participation in the study will .last for 1 hour. We expect the entire research to last for 6 months. 
Purpose 
The purpose ofthis research is to investigate the relationship between music and dance in Irish dance settings. 
The role of the music in dance performance as well as the role of dance in music performance will be 
investigated. This research will explore why Irish music and/or Irish dance arc important to you, and what 
significance it has in forming your individual identity as well as your identity within the community. 
What Happens in this Research Study 
I will learn about the continued practice of the musical/dance tradition in the way you practice it today in the 
setting where you dance or perform music. You will also be asked to participate in an interview in which I will 
ask you to describe your experiences and/or knowledge oflrish traditional music and dance. The interview will 
take place at a mutually agreed location or via the telephone. If it is acceptable to you, the interview will be 
audio or video recorded. During the interview, you may decline to answer a question or request that particular 
answers be omitted from the final paper. You arc free to take a break or stop the interview at any time. 
Risks and Discomforts 
There arc no known risks associated with participation in this study. It is possible that you may experience some 
discomfort in discussing sensitive or personal experiences related to the topic. 
There may be unforeseen risks to the study. If new risks arc identified the study staff will update you in a 
timely way about any new information that might affect your health, welfare, or decision to stay in the study. 
Benefits 
You may receive no benefit from participating in this study. 
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Alternatives 
Your alternative is to not participate in this study. 
Costs/ Payments 
There are no known costs to you for participating i.n this research study except for your time. You will not be 
paid to participate in this research study. 
Confidentiality 
The recordings of your answers will be used for research purposes only. Text transcriptions from your 
interview will be used in the final paper. You will not be identified by name in my research paper. Your name 
will not appear in any of my notes or the text transcriptions. Instead I will use a study identification number. 
The written results from the interviews will be stored in a locked file only accessible by me. The list that links 
your name with your identification number will be kept in a separate locked file. 
Your information may be used in publications or presentations. However, the information will not include any 
personal information that will allow you to be identified. 
Infonnation from this study and study records may be reviewed and photocopied by officials from Boston 
University and by individuals responsible for research oversight such as the U.S. Office of Human Research 
Protections and the Boston University Institutional Review Board. 
Voluntary Participation 
Taking part in research is voluntary. You have a right to refuse lo take part in this study. tf you decide lo be in 
this study you can refuse to answer any question. If you decide to be in this study and then change your mind, 
you can withdraw from the research by notifying me that you changed your mind. Refusal to participate will not 
involve any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. 
If there are any new findings during the study that may affect whether or not you wish to continue to take part in 
the research, you will be told about them as soon as possible. I may decide to stop your participation in the 
study without your consent. lbis might happen if I decide that staying in the study will be bad for you or if I 
decide to stop the study. 
Contacts 
If you have questions regarding this rese-MCh either now or at any time in the future, please contact the principal 
investigator - Samantha Jones at 860-961-6644 or iones.scj@gmail.com. Questions may also be addressed to 
my faculty advisor - Professor Brita Heimarck at 617-358-0832 or heimarck@ bu.edu. 
You may obtain further information about your rights as a research subject by contacting the Boston University 
Institutional Review Board for Human Subject.<> Research at 617-358-6115 or irb!'@bu.edu. An Institutional 
Review Board is a group of people who review studies for safety and ethics issues. 
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Agreeme11t to Participate 
You are not required to sign this consent form. You should ask questions about the study and have your 
questions answered to your satisfaction before you agree to participate. You will be given a copy of this form 
for your records. 
Name of Subject (please print) 
Signature of Subject Date 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
11 agree to allow the interview to be audio recorded. 
] I agree to allow the interview to be video recorded. 
) I do not allow any recording, audio or video. of the interview. 
Signature of Subject Date 
31 Pa g<! !RB #26 00X 
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APPENDIX B: IRB AMENDMENT APPROVAL 
Boston University Charles River Ca-mpu!t !r.stitutienai Re.vie.,,., 8r.:::,1rrl 
Room 1$7 
2$ Buick Street 
So<.toc, Ma$;;achuse!to·0221S 
T61/..358·6115 
wwwbu.edu/irb 
November I 0, 2011 
Samantha Jones 
Graduate Student 
Notification ofIRB review: Amendment 
Department of Musicology and Ethnomusicology 
School of Music, College. of Fine Arts 
Jones.scj@gmail .com 
IRB File # 2600X 
Title; Dance and Music in Irish American Communities 
Dear Ms. Jones: 
The Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board has reviewed the clarification fonn you 
submitted for the protocol referenced above. The IRB has determined that the change to add a release 
form does not change the exempt status of the study. Your consent fom1 has been revised to reflect this 
new fom1. 
Any changes or modifications to the protocol must be reported to and acted upon by the fRB prior to 
implementation. 
Please contact the IRB ot1ice at 61 7-358-61 15 if you have any questions or we can be of further 
assistance. 
Sincerely, 
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Boston University 
RESEARCH CO:KSEI'-i'"T FOR,,"\1-Adults 
Tide of Project: Dance and Music in Irish American Communities 
Principal Investigator: S;am3Dtha Jones 
Study Background 
You are being asked to participate in a research study about Irish Dance and Irish Music in Irish American 
communities by Samantha Jones, a graduate student at Boston University, who is conducting this research for 
her master' s degree. 
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You have been asked to participate in this study because you are involved within au [rish American community 
of dance and music, or because you are related to someone \\'ho is a participant in these activities, or because 
you have some knowledge about these activities .. 
You will be one of approximately 50 subjects asked to participate in this research. 
Your participation in the study will last for l hour. We expect the entire research to last for 6 months. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the relationship beti.veen music and dance in lrish dance settings. 
Tiie role of the music in dance performance. as ·well as the role of dance in music performance will be 
im:estigated. This research will explore i'>'hy Irish music andior Irish dance are important to you, and what 
significance it has in forming your individual identity as well as your identity within the community. 
" 'hat Happens in this Research Study 
I will learn about the continued practice of the musical/dance tradition in the way you practice it tod3y in the 
setting where you dance or perform music. You will also be asked to participate in an interview in which I " ·ill 
ask you to describe your experiences and.ior knowledge oflrish tradit ional music and dance. The inten:iew ·will 
take place at a mutually agreed location or \•ia the telephone. If it is acceptable t.o you. the interYie>\· will be 
audio or video recorded. During the inteC";iew, you may decline to answer a ques.tion or request that particular 
answers be omitted from the final paper. You are free to take a break or stop t11e inten;iew at any time. 
Risks and Discomforts 
There are no knmm nsks associated with participation in this study. It is possible that you may experience some 
discomfort in discuss ing sensitive or personal experiences related to the topic. 
There may be unforeseen risks to the study. If new risks are identified the study staff will update you in a 
timely way about any new infonnation that might affe.ct your health , welfare. or decision to stay in the srudy. 
Benefits 
You may receive no benefit from participating m this srudy. 
Boston University 
RELEASE FORM 
Consent for Release of Identifiable Information 
Title of Projed: Dance and Mu5ic in Irish American Communities 
Principal Investigator: Samantha Jones 
l\( )~I ( )0,; 
l .. .. : \ t 1 ' " J I ': 
D~ to your position in the community, I am. requesting your permission to collect 
identifiable information, stu:h as your name, and use it in the final report. Please note 
your information may be used in publications or presentations. You may s1ill participate 
in the study even if you do not sign this form and don't wish to have your information 
released. At any point you may request that certain information not be associated with 
identifiable information. 
All information including identifiable infom1ation \\·ill be used for research purposes 
only. 
Information from this st1.1dy and study records may be reviewed and photocopied by the 
sponsor, the institution and by reg1.1lators r,esponsible for research oversight such as the 
Office of Human Research Protections and the Boston University lnstirutional Re·.;iew 
Board. 
Agreement to Participate 
You are not required to sign this consent form. You should ask questions about the 
srudy and ban your questions answered to your satisfaction before you agree to 
participate. You \Vill be ginn a copy of this fomi for your re.cords. 
Name of Subject (Please Print) 
Signature of Subject Date 
Printed name and Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date 
l [ Supplement to ,.\ du l ! C o L ~ <:· n ;: r u r m 
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APPENDIX C: PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE BIOGRAPHIES 
All biographies were provided by the performers and are listed in alphabetical order by 
last name. 
Joey Abarta 
Joey Abarta is an astounding piper by any measure, and all the more astounding for his modest 
years. By the age of twenty-six he has already traveled to most of Continental Europe, the United States, 
Canada, and Asia, performing and sharing the traditional music of Ireland on the uilleann pipes. 
Originally from Los Angeles, California, Joey had the pleasure to first learn from master piper and 
Dubliner; Patrick D' Arey. He has since been instructed by many other master musicians in the tradition of 
Irish piping, studying his trade while living in Ireland as well as The United States. 
In August of2009, Joey became an All Ireland Champion placing second at the Fleadh Cheoi/ na 
hEireann (The World Championships oflrish Music) for his performance on the uilleann pipes. 
Joey is now residing in the Boston area using it as a base for his constant touring while working on 
his debut solo record which will be out later this year. Besides playing solo Joey tours with various groups, 
the most recent would be The Green Fields of America and Mick Moloney. 
Armand Aromin 
Armand Aromin is an Irish fiddle, tin whistle, and guitjolele player based in the 
Boston/Providence music scene. In addition to being the 2010 Mid-Atlantic F/eadh Cheoi/ Champion for 
Senior Fiddle, Armand was also one of 15 fiddle players, chosen world-wide, to compete in the Sean 6 
Riada Gold Medal Fiddle Competition held in Cork, Ireland in 2011. 
Picking up the fiddle in his mid-teens, Armand learned from renowned Irish musicians Jimmy 
Devine and Patrick Hutchinson, who helped foster an interest in the lyrical and colorful styles of older 
musicians such as Denis Murphy & Julia Clifford, Bobby Casey, Johnny Doherty, and Pat Mitchell. Since 
moving to Boston in 2007, he has remained an active member in the Irish music community and can often 
be found teaching, performing, or in pursuit of a good meal. He is also excited to be a part of The Ivy Leaf, 
which is a young Boston-based Irish music quartet whose debut album will be released imminently. 
Armand has studied at Berklee College of Music and the University of Limerick, and is currently 
attending the North Bennet Street School in Boston, where he is a student in the Violin Making & Repair 
program (' 13). 
Siobhan Butler 
Siobhan Butler is an accomplished percussive dancer that has performed internationally with acts 
such as Natalie MacMaster, Celtic Crossroads, Nie Gareiss, Tony DeMarco and Kieran Jordan to name a 
few. With 15 years of dance experience, Siobhan 's dance style is a well balanced mix of musicality, grace, 
and joyfulness. Her approach to dance is to honor the traditional relationship between dance and music 
while adding her own modem flairs. She draws inspiration from many different music and dance styles 
which ultimately manifests into a completely unique style. 
Siobhan was born in Cambridgeshire, England to American parents stationed there in the Air 
Force. She started Irish step dancing at age 8 under the tutelage of Jeanie O'Connor in San Diego, CA. 
Siobhan quickly moved up in the ranks, competing in her first North American National Championships 
just two years later. Siobhan ' s love of dance has always been fueled by performing, whether it be raising 
money for charities by street performing or dancing with internationally renowned musicians. 
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Siobhan started teaching and choreographing on a recreational level at the age of 13, with many of 
her students being older than her. At 14, she choreographed her first professional solo when she performed 
with the Plymouth State Symphony Orchestra. 
In 2010, Siobhan received the Lisa Florman Memorial Scholarship at Green Street Studios and 
Boston Percussive Dance in Cambridge, MA. During her time at Green Street and BPD, Siobhan studied 
Irish, Tap, Flamenco, Cape Breton, and Modem dances. At BPD, she studied with dancers such as Kieran 
Jordan, Julia Boynton, Lauren O'Donnell, Nie Gareiss, Omayra Amaya, Leonor Leal, and Antonio 
Arre bola. 
Siobhan is currently based in New York City where she teaches, performs, and is presently 
creating a performance duo with the great fiddler, Tony DeMarco. 
Kieran Jordan 
Kieran Jordan is an acclaimed artist in the world of Irish dance. With more than 30 years of dance 
experience, her unique approach to performance, choreography, and teaching marries deep-rooted 
traditions with contemporary innovations. Kieran has performed as a featured solo dancer throughout North 
America and Europe and has collaborated with some of today' s finest performers in Celtic music. Her style 
is fluid , musical, and expressive - combining the formal elegance of Irish step dance technique with the 
playful, personal approach of improvisational percussive dance. She has a particular passion for sean-n6s 
(old-style) Irish dance and has become a major figure in introducing it to the USA. Her other influences 
include Cape Breton and French-Canadian step dance, as well as contemporary modem dance. 
Kieran has been honored by the Massachusetts Cultural Council with an Artist Fellowship and a 
Traditional Arts Apprenticeship Grant. She has a Master' s Degree in Contemporary Dance Performance 
from University of Limerick, Ireland, and a B.A. from Boston College in English and Irish Studies. She 
also holds An Coimisiun le Rince Gae/acha T.C.R.G. certification for teaching Irish Dance. 
She has produced two DVDs on sean-n6s Irish dance - a documentary called Secrets of the Sole, 
with dancers Kevin Doyle and Aidan Vaughan, and an instructional video called Musical Feet! Her 
percussive footwork has been featured on numerous audio recordings as well, including a 2011 self-titled 
CD by Triptych (Laura Risk, Kieran Jordan, Paddy League). 
Performance and Choreography 
From 2004-2010, Kieran worked as dancer and choreographer for A Christmas Celtic Sojourn -
a touring theater production that plays to 10,0000 people in New England each December. As Dance 
Director, she helped craft and create the show each year, serving on the artistic team with WGBH 
Producer/Host Brian O'Donovan, Artistic Director Paula Plum, and Music Director Seamus Egan. She has 
performed a leading dance role in this production with musical artists such as Liz Carroll and John Doyle, 
Karan Casey and Niall Vallely, Danu, Alasdair Fraser and Natalie Haas, the Mulcahy Family, Sharon 
Shannon, and Solas, and dancers Darrah Carr and Niall O'Leary, Nie Gareiss, Maldon Meehan, Mats 
Melin, Ronan Regan, and Nicholas Yenson. Her work is featured on the DVD A Christmas Celtic Sojourn, 
Live. 
Kieran has toured extensively with Triptych (Laura Risk and Paddy League), Kitchen Quartet 
(Shannon Dunne, Sean McComiskey, and Cleek Schrey), and with husband- and-wife duo Matt and 
Shannon Heaton. Other appearances include concerts with Sarah Blair and Ben Power, Kevin Burke, 
Hanneke Cassel and Tony McManus, Matt Cranitch, Jackie Daly, and Paul DeGrae, Childsplay, Teada, and 
many exceptional musicians in the Boston session scene. 
Kieran has performed at the Falun Folk Festival (Sweden), Festival International des Arts 
Traditionnels (Quebec), Festival Memoire et Racines (Quebec), Irish Heartbeat Festival Tours (Germany 
and Switzerland), Re-Jigged Festival (Nova Scotia), and the Sionna Festival (Ireland) as well as Boston 
Celtic Music Festival, Gaelic Roots Festival (Boston), ICONS Festival (Massachusetts), New World 
Festival (Vermont), New York City Irish Dance Festival, North Texas Irish Festival, Sean-n6s Northwest 
(Washington), and the Spanish Peaks International Celtic Festival (Colorado). 
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She danced at the 2008 gala performance of "Irish Musicians for the Mercy Centre" at Peter 
Norton Symphony Space, New York, and in 2009, she performed for the President of Ireland Mary 
McAleese, on her visit to Boston. In 2011, she produced, directed, and choreographed The Sole Mates: 
Free Spirited Irish Dance for a European festival tour with Magnetic Music. 
Other venues where Kieran has shown her work include The Dance Complex (Shared 
Choreographers and Faculty Concerts) Jacob's Pillow, John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum, 
and with Catherine Young at Siamsa Tire, Tralee. She has also created original choreography for A St. 
Patrick's Day Celtic Sojourn, Belisama Irish Dance Company, Childsplay, and Dancing at Lughnasa at 
Providence College. 
Teaching 
Kieran has been teaching non-competitive Irish dance in the Boston area for over a decade. Her 
programs - designed specifically for adults - encompass traditional Irish dance technique and repertoire, 
sean-n6s dance, choreography and improvisation, and the history of Irish dance. She is Co-Director of 
Boston Percussive Dance in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where she offers regular classes and workshops. 
She also teaches at Boston College and as a guest artist at universities, festivals, and Irish dancing schools. 
Kieran began teaching in 2001 at the Blackstone River Theatre in Rhode Island. In partnership 
with Artistic Director Russell Gusetti, she designed an innovative program for adults that combined 
Irish dance technique class with lectures and video viewings on the history of Irish dance. After two years, 
she turned her focus to the Boston area, and taught for many years at the Dance Complex, Cambridge 
Center for Adult Education, and other studios, until co-founding Boston Percussive Dance with tap dancer 
Julia Boynton in 2009. 
Kieran taught for two years in the Dance Department at Mount Holyoke College (South Hadley, 
Massachusetts), creating a studio/academic course on the technique and history of Irish dance. She has 
given lectures and workshops at Bridgewater State University, University of California-San Diego, 
University of Limerick, Ireland, Villanova University, and Williams College. She taught for summer 
intensives at the Blas International Summer School (Ireland), Beantown Tap Fest (Massachusetts), Boston 
Ballet/Taking Steps, Catskills Irish Arts Week (New York), Pinewoods Dance Camp (Massachusetts), and 
Vanaver Caravan Summer Dance (New York), as well as a professional training workshop for Danse 
Traditionnelle Quebec. 
Background 
Born in Philadelphia to an Irish American family, Kieran started Irish dance training at age five, 
inspired by young dancers she saw in the Philadelphia St. Patrick's Day Parade. As a student in the 
Timoney, Coyle, McHugh, and DeNogla schools, she was exposed to a wide range of Irish dance traditions, 
from community ceilis, to the highly technical world of feiseanna or competitions. She competed regularly 
for 14 years, reaching regional and national open championship levels. 
A performer at heart, she spent her high school years seeking out theater, music, and dance in 
many genres. She fell in love with traditional Irish music and began performing throughout the 
Philadelphia area with musicians Mick Moloney, Eugene O'Donnell, and Seamus Egan. 
As a student at Boston College, she immersed herself in Boston' s thriving Irish music scene, 
dancing at sessions and concerts alongside musicians such as Seamus Connolly, Laurel Martin, Jimmy 
Noonan, and Mark Simos. Kieran spent her Junior Year 
Abroad at University College, Cork, Ireland, where she had the privilege to study with Dance Master Joe 
O'Donovan. This experience became a defining influence and kindled her passion for old-style, music-
driven Irish dance. 
Kieran danced for several years with the Rhode Island group Pendragon, creating popular duets 
with Kevin Doyle - now a long-time friend and dance partner - who shares a similar rhythmic and 
stylistic approach to old-style Irish dance. Other influences and teachers in her early performance career 
include Melody Cameron (Cape Breton set dance), Pierre Chartrand (Quebecois step dance), R6isin Ni 
Mhainin (sean-n6s), Donncha 0 Muimhneachain (Irish step dance), Sandy Silva (percussive dance), and 
Choreographer Mary Beth Griffith, whose work she performed at the Fireside Theatre's production of And 
They Called It Ireland. 
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At age 30, Kieran moved once again to Ireland, to pursue a performance degree at the Irish World 
Academy of Music and Dance at University of Limerick. She studied there with contemporary dance artists 
such as Michael Klien, Mary Nunan, Liz and Jenny Roche, and Mark Taylor. She also designed and 
completed an independent project in sean-n6s dance with County Clare dance master Aidan Vaughan, 
whose battering, close-to-the-floor footwork still inspires her own sean-n6s dancing. Kieran continues to 
study contemporary dance, percussive dance, and improvisation, and has taken classes and workshops in 
Boston, New York, and Washington, D.C., with Olivier Besson, Debra Bluth, Daniel Charon, Irene Dowd, 
Eric Franklin, Jody Weber, and Gwen Welliver. 
Awards 
DVDs 
CDs 
2011 Best Irish Dance Class In Boston, City Voter Boston A-List 
2010 Traditional Arts Apprenticeship, Massachusetts Cultural Council 
2009 Golden Bridges A ward, Irish Echo and Boston Irish Reporter 
2008 Artist Fellowship, Massachusetts Cultural Council 
2004 Irish Connections Festival Commission, Irish Cultural Centre of New England 
2009 Musical Feet! by Kieran Jordan 
2008 Secrets of the Sole by Kieran Jordan 
2008 Winter, A Meditation by Aine Minogue 
2007 A Christmas Celtic Sojourn Live by Brian O'Donovan/WGBH 
2011 Triptych by Laura Risk, Kieran Jordan, and Paddy League 
2009 Comb Your Hair and Curl It by Amanda Cavanaugh 
2009 Lovers' Well by Matt and Shannon Heaton 
2002 Childsplay Live by Childsplay 
2001 Finding Our Way Home by Pendragon 
Publications 
Boston Irish Reporter 
Irish Dancing and Culture Magazine 
Irish Edition 
Irish Music Magazine 
Panayotis League 
Described as "one of Boston's most incredible musicians" by Brian O'Donovan, host of the 
nationally syndicated radio program "A Celtic Sojourn", Paddy (Panayotis) League is a multi-
instrumentalist, vocalist, and composer whose talents and rich personal experience embrace whole worlds 
of traditional, roots, and acoustic music. 
Raised in a family with a rich and varied musical history flhis Greek-American mother and 
grandfather were professional musicians and educators, and his paternal great-grandfather was a flute 
player active in several Irish-American ceili bands of the early twentieth century IIPaddy's childhood 
environment was a veritable soundscape of the American immigrant experience. The traditional Irish music 
and Greek island dances heard at his grandparents' homes and at community functions left an indelible 
impression on his young ears that he carried with him through his interactions with the world of music. 
As a teenager in the Washington, D.C. area, Paddy embarked on an intensive journey into the 
world of American vernacular music, learning jazz and funk drumming from Keith Killgo (The 
Blackbyrds), Timm Biery (Danny Gatton), and countless other D.C. area percussionists. For years he was 
an integral part of late saxophonist Tim Eyermann's various jazz fusion ensembles, performing up and 
down the East Coast at clubs and festivals. At the same time he played an integral role in the Irish 
traditional music scene around Washington and Baltimore, playing at sessions and ceili dances, as well as 
contributing masterful percussion to recordings and performances by D.C. area musicians such as Bonnie 
Rideout, Al Petteway and Amy White, Maggie Sansone, and others. He soon became widely known and in 
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great demand throughout the North American acoustic music scene, and played a decisive role in the 
bodhran's rapid evolution into a virtuosic solo instrument on the American side of the Atlantic. His work 
with flute, whistle, concertina, and keyboard player Grey Larsen resulted in two critically acclaimed 
recordings, "The Green House" (2001) and "Dark of the Moon" (2003), which showcased his startlingly 
original guitar playing as well as his powerful and nuanced drumming. 
Paddy is perhaps best known for his innovative and fluid bodhran playing, which quickly proved 
him to be one of his generation's foremost virtuosos of the instrument and made him a fixture of the North 
American Irish and Celtic music scene. He has since become widely recognized in Irish traditional music 
circles as an intuitive and powerful guitarist, specializing in open tunings and crafting beautiful and unusual 
accompaniment, as well as a prolific composer, talented mandolin and bouzouki player, and vocalist with 
an unusual repertoire of songs in English and Irish Gaelic. 
Honoring the other side of his heritage, Paddy is also one of the most accomplished international 
performers of traditional Greek music. He spent 2003 and most of 2007 -2008 living in Athens and Crete, 
traveling extensively throughout Greece and studying and performing with many of the greatest exponents 
of the country's traditions. Specializing in the exuberant music of the Aegean islands, he plays the violin, 
laouto, lyra, and the rare tsambouna bagpipe, as well as various traditional percussion instruments. One of 
the rare musicians equally at home on the concert stage and playing for traditional dances, Paddy has 
entertained members of the Greek diaspora and lovers of Near Eastern music from Cyprus to Seattle. He 
also holds a degree in Classics and Greek Studies from Hellenic College in Brookline, Massachusetts, 
where he was class valedictorian and is now a professor of Music and Modem Greek Studies, and studied 
Greek literature at the University of Crete. This academic background provides him with a unique 
perspective on Greek music's historical interaction with the ever-changing cultural and geopolitical realities 
of the Eastern Mediterranean. With countless performances at weddings, feast days, and other family and 
community celebrations throughout Greece and North America, Paddy is a driving force behind the current 
revival of traditional Greek music around the world. 
Paddy is also a knowledgeable exponent of various forms of Brazilian music, both folkloric and 
erudite. His percussive background and time spent living and working in Brazil led him simultaneously to 
the sophisticated urban music of Rio de Janeiro and the Bossa Nova movement as well as to the rural dance 
music of Northeastern Brazil. He is one of the few non-Brazilian performers of the rabeca, a folk fiddle, 
and is gaining a reputation as a soulful interpreter and composer of Brazilian songs and instrumental music, 
guided by his rhythmic intuition and facility with the Portuguese language. 
In addition to his extensive work in the field of contemporary traditional music, Paddy is attracting 
notice as a gifted and thoughtful lyricist, songwriter, and composer of instrumental music that 
unassumingly spans a number of genres and frequently defies categorization. His new settings of poetry by 
C.P. Cavafy, Emily Dickinson, Vinicius de Moraes, and Nobel laureate George Seferis have enchanted 
audiences across the globe, and his original guitar music has been described as "spellbinding" by none 
other than Grammy-winning fingerstyle virtuoso John Knowles. 
Maintaining a busy schedule of performances between three continents, Paddy has appeared at 
festivals and concert venues throughout the Americas and Europe, including the Smithsonian Institution 
and the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., the Cutler Majestic Theatre 
and the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library in Boston, New York's Town Hall, the Isle of Skye Festival, 
Festival Memoire et Racines, the Lotus World Music Festival, the Milwaukee Irish Festival, the Magic 
Flute Festival in Utrecht, Holland, the Famagusta International Arts and Culture Festival in Cyprus, and the 
Pancycladic Festival of Traditional Wind Instruments on the Greek island of Paros, in addition to countless 
appearances at weddings and other community events around the world. Paddy has shared the stage with 
such giants of Celtic music as Dougie Maclean, Solas, Dance, Frankie Gavin, Mick Moloney, Tommy 
Peoples, Karan Casey, Aoife Clancy, and Phil Cunningham, and performs extensively as a supporting 
percussionist and guitarist with numerous artists. He frequently tours with his trio Triptych (featuring 
fiddler Laura Risk and percussive dancer Kieran Jordan), Greek violinist Michalis Kappas, his Greek island 
ensemble Galaxavra, and the DYnya world music ensemble, which concentrates on music from Turkey, 
Greece, and the former Ottoman Empire. 
Paddy is also a prolific recording artist, having appeared on over 50 commercial releases to date. 
His guest appearances range from numerous records of traditional Irish and Celtic music (Susan McKeown, 
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Mick Moloney, Connie Dover, Bonnie Rideout) and contemporary acoustic (Al Petteway, David Wilcox) 
to jazz fusion (Snarky Puppy). He is extensively featured on the popular holiday-themed DVD releases "A 
Scottish Christmas" and "A Christmas Celtic Sojourn", as well as on the live recording of the first annual 
Piping Shepherds festival held in 2006 in Gergeri, Crete. He was instrumental in the production and 2008 
release of the historic recording "Music of Cyprus" (Kalan Records), which united Greek and Turkish 
Cypriot musicians in celebration of their homeland. His first solo recording project, featuring his settings of 
modem Greek and Brazilian poetry, is currently in pre-production. 
Equally committed to personally passing on what he has been fortunate enough to learn from his 
countless musical mentors, Paddy is a dedicated teacher and clinician. He has been on staff at numerous 
music camps, such as the Catskills Irish Arts Week, the Swannanoa Gathering, the Puget Sound Guitar 
Workshop, Valley of the Moon Scottish Fiddle School, the Vermont Music Camp, Zoukfest, and the East 
European Folklife Centerq. Balkan Camp, and has conducted workshops on traditional Irish and Greek 
music for the music departments of universities such as the University of North Florida, Georgia Southern 
University, Boston College, and the Federal University of Minas Gerais in Brazil. In 2007-2008 he became 
the first American-born musician appointed to teach traditional Greek violin at the state-run Music Lyceum 
of Rethymno, Crete. He is on staff at the legendary Club Passim School of Music in Harvard Square, and 
offers private instruction from his studio in Boston as well as over the Internet. 
Paddy speaks fluent English, Greek, and Portuguese, is conversant in Irish, Spanish, French, and 
Turkish, and is Instructor of Modem Greek Studies and Music at Hellenic College in Brookline, 
Massachusetts. 
Lindsay Straw 
A native Montanan and a graduate of Berklee College of Music, Lindsay is a bright young star in 
the Irish music world. She brings a lovely sensitivity and style to her back-up playing on bouzouki and 
guitar. A gifted singer too, she deeply honors the tradition in her interpretations, yet brings something 
subtly youthful and personal to the music. Lindsay is also a composer and arranger, and plays with the 
Boston-based group, The Ivy Leaf and with uilleann piper Joey Abarta. 
She is currently working on several recording projects, including The Ivy Leaf's first album which 
is due out early 2012, as well as an EP with uilleann piper Joey Abarta. 
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